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A life of purpose:
Jim Preston

OE for Life: continuing
the adventure

Forever Woods
scholars give back
to STS

by Madison Milne-Ives ’13

“S

trathcona-Tweedsmuir School
gave me an amazing opportunity

when they awarded me the Marissa
Staddon Scholarship. I was honoured
because I was at STS when the avalanche
happened, and I remember the profound
effect it had on staff, students, parents
and the whole community. I try my best
to honour Marissa Staddon’s memory
through my academic work, behaviour
and commitment to my extra-curricular
activities and volunteering.
Without students who are actively
involved in the School community,
there would be no growth for STS or
its students. My participation in
Outdoor Education, band, volleyball,
basketball, Model United Nations
and the Round Square solar-lantern
building program taught me teamwork,
leadership, public speaking and the
importance of giving back.
Being involved in the School is the
best way to give back. I try to give back
with everything I do here. You gain from
it as much as the School does.”
Madison is one of ten Forever Woods
Scholarship recipients who, by their

Contributions to STS Foundation endowments and the STS
Annual Fund help bring talented students like Madison to our
School community. Please visit the “Giving” section of the STS
website at www.sts.ab.ca to learn more about supporting
education through the Annual Fund and the STS Foundation.

example of leadership and involvement,
are living the School motto and honouring
the memory of students from the Class of
2005 who died in an avalanche in 2003.
Eight more students will receive
a Forever Woods Scholarship in 2011-2012.
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LEtter from the Head of School

Coming home
by William Jones

T

his issue of the Optimum celebrates

have lived here and enjoyed that strong

40 years since the establishment

connection with nature that students

of Strathcona-Tweedsmuir School on

frequently mention because our outdoor

our beautiful country campus. Since

campus is an important extension of our

that time when a generous gift of land

learning space. The pond, trails, forest

from the Cross family accommodated

and fields all complement the learning

the amalgamation of Strathcona School

experience. We’ve shared the land with

for Boys and Tweedsmuir: An Academic

deer, elk, coyotes, foxes, birds and the

School for Girls in this inspiring

diverse vegetation that surrounds us.

foothills setting, thousands of students

A number of these inhabitants have

have known this place as the home for

raised children here who, like the

their learning and personal growth,

students, remember this place as home.

and the hub of their social community.

we are understood.” I believe that

Years after leaving, many alumni

many STS students have felt that

of our home this September, many alumni

continue to figuratively refer to STS as

their teachers have understood them

will return to rekindle the connections

“home.” It is a place where they feel

here – understood their needs, fears,

from their youth that have been so

comfort and a sense of belonging,

strengths, weaknesses and aspirations

influential in shaping their lives. It will

a place that provokes fond memories

– and understood whether they needed

be a marvelous opportunity to share

and a place that feels like a part of them

empathy and compassion or tough

the stories that endear them to the

as much as they feel like a part of it.

love at any given juncture in order to

STS family and to talk about the things

achieve their full potential. In many

embedded in our history and traditions

ways, it resembles the family home.

that are so important to preserve as

When we think of a good home we
think of a place that offers shelter,
support, the comfort of family and a

While this has been the metaphorical

As we celebrate the 40th anniversary

we move forward. I look forward to

nurturing environment for those who

home of many students, it has actually

reside there. It should be a place where

served as the true family home for a

we can safely test our ideas, find our

small group of people. I consider it to be

voices, build our values and formulate

a privilege to be included among that

our dreams. The German poet

small group, the first of whom was the

Christian Morganstern said, “Home

Heard family, followed by other heads

William Jones

isn’t where our house is, but wherever

and custodians of the property. We

Head of School
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welcoming our families and alumni home.

Student News

Student
Globetrotters
contribute
to a better
world

L

earning comes in all forms for
students at STS. Among the most

valuable is travelling to other parts of the
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world to combine learning with service.
Students often embark on overseas trips,
whether it be to Germany to learn about
life in concentration camps during WWII
or to an impoverished, remote area of
the Dominican Republic to help build a
new school for children.
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These opportunities allow students
to make a rewarding personal connection
to the world and return home with a
new appreciation for life and a passion
for sharing their experiences. They
realize that one simple act can contribute
to making our world a better, more
compassionate place.
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Cambodia reveals true meaning of happiness
(Round Square Conference 2010)
by Georgia Forbes ’12

I

t amazes me how someone with so

the families could not speak a word

as I exchanged laughs at the Russian

little could be so happy! In Canada,

of English. However, when the houses

Market with a boy trying to sell me a

unfortunate as it is, a very high level

were formally presented, it was easy to

photocopied book.

of happiness is often weighed by our

spot the excitement and gratefulness of

material belongings. Cambodia gave

the families by their ear-to-ear smiles.

under the constant downpour of

me a new perspective on happiness

Each person, young or old, had a smile

an afternoon storm in the infamous

and taught me that a smile is universal.

on their face at all times. Although no

Khmer Rouge Killing Fields. The entire

Despite the language barrier, a small,

words have been exchanged, I know

time, that young girl had a smile on

poor Cambodian boy can communicate

I have made a difference. Nothing for

her face that is indescribable; a smile

with me with just a simple smile. When

me represents the genuine happiness I

so contagious, everyone smiled.

our group built houses for families in

saw daily in Cambodia, whether it was

Cambodian citizens taught me the real

a small village outside of Phnom Penh,

as I played soccer at an orphanage or

definition of happiness.
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A young Cambodian girl danced

Student News

World War II European Battlefields
journal excerpts
by Katie Henry ’11
Vimy, Serre Road – We took a tour of the
trenches, saw the WWII battlefields and went
inside the dugouts. You could see the bomb
craters in the grass, and the close proximity
of the French and German trenches. After
touring the battlefields, we went to the
memorial. The white marble was slicked with
rain, making it clean, shiny and solemn. There
was a statue of an angel on the back side of
the memorial facing out onto the land behind
with a memorial underneath. It was really
powerful to visit the memorial of a site where
Canadian history was impacted so powerfully.

After Vimy, we went to Beaumont-Hamel
and toured the battlefield. We then drove
through the countryside looking for the Serre
Road Cemetery No.2 where my ancestor,
Lance Cpl. Harry Elijah Harris, was buried.
When I found the grave, I was overcome by
a realization: this graveyard was full of more
than 7,000 graves, and my great-grandfather
was among them.
I had prepared a research paper on Harry
and presented it to my classmates. I told
them about his history in the 2nd Canadian
Mounted Rifles, shared some of his attestation
papers and read letters he had written to his
sister, Annie, and mother, Sarah. Standing on

the grave of one of my relatives in the middle
of the French countryside and teaching my
peers about this soldier was an extremely
powerful experience. I had never been more
connected to history than at that moment.

Katie Henry ‘11 at her great-grandfather Lance Cpl. Harry
Elijah Harris’ gravesite at the Serre Road Cemetery.

The universal language of dance
by Ainsley MacDougall ’15
In March, 21 Grade 8 Spanish students and
four teachers visited a school in Cuba to meet
some Grade 6 students and give presentations
in Spanish about Canada. We arrived excited
to meet and talk with everyone.
After watching a traditional Cuban dance
and finishing our presentations, the Cuban
teachers encouraged us to dance and talk with
each other. Souvenirs from Cuba were handed
out to us as we found someone to dance
with. We all had fun and it was an amazing
experience that brought all of us closer: those
who we knew and those we did not.

That day, I realized something that truly
impacted me. I discovered the universal
language of dance. Our world is separated
by different languages, cultures, religions,
currencies and more, but there is one thing

Ainsley MacDougall ’15 and Imara Dhalla ’15 with a
Grade 6 girl in Cuba.
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everyone, everywhere has in common –
everyone can dance! On this trip I learned that
everyone from students living in Canada to
Cuban musicians living off a few dollars can all
communicate with such a simple art. Not only
has this trip taught us about the Spanish culture,
it has taught us a new way of communicating
with people all around the world.
This trip helped us develop a new interest
in travel, friendship, communication and
the unique Spanish language and culture.
Everyone got something different out of this
trip. What I received was a simple way to
have fun with anyone, anywhere. To me, that
is a lesson worth learning.

Stu dent Glob e trot ter s contribute to a b e t ter world
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Québec truly remarkable
by Charlee Witschi ’15
On February 25, 41 Grade 8 language
students and five chaperones began a truly
memorable experience in Québec. When we
arrived, I saw the beautiful hotel we would
be staying in – Le Chateau Frontenac. There
were murals on the walls, beautiful marble
staircases and some funky green roofs!
Our days began at 7:30 a.m. where we
would walk to whatever was planned for that
morning: a tour of a museum, a walk around
Old Québec, hanging around a prison or
learning about French culture and history. We
went to many museums such as the Copper
Museum, Musée de La Civilization and the

Québec Museum which was half a prison and
half an art museum. The one that stood out
for me was the Copper Museum. I loved this
museum because we got to carve our own
piece of copper, and I thought that was really
neat and creative.
We were given signature cards to be
filled out by the end of the trip where you
had to speak French to get signatures from
restaurant servers, people in a store and
our chaperone and teachers. The teachers’
section of the card required the most effort
– particularly getting the infamous signature
from Mme. Haufort.
The entire Québec trip was an
unforgettable experience filled with

excitement and learning. It really opened
my eyes to a different culture and language.
Québec est une région magnifique, que je
veux visiter encore avec ma famille !

Kelsey Lussier ’15, Elizabeth Tamas ’15, Shiv Ruparell
’15, Charlee Witschi ’15 and Eric Ritchie ’15 watch
as Cole Pernitsky ’15 loads the gunpowder sack of
a fake cannon at the Odyssey Museum.

MUN experience changes global perspective
by Michael Molyneaux ’13
As a new student to STS, I was encouraged
to get involved in the Model United Nations
(MUN) program this year. My experiences
with the program have been nothing short
of extraordinary. I was fortunate enough to
attend both the Stanford and Georgetown
MUN conferences. They were interesting not
just because we met other students from
around the world, but because each trip
incorporated tours of both campuses as well
as other points of interest in each city,
including the Smithsonian and the Holocaust
Museum in Washington, D.C.
At the Georgetown conference, we were

Michael Molyneaux ’13, Kelli McLean ’12 and
Jordan McMaster ’12 at NAIMUN 2011.

encouraged to think of issues in a way we had
never thought of them before. Washington is
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a city that has played host to some of the most
politically significant decisions in modern times. I
participated in the United Nations Development
Program and the issues we debated were
education and corruption in developing
countries. Playing the role of the Nigerian
representative, the debate was engaging and
interesting, as were the people I met.
The program has changed my perspective
on global issues and given me a different
appreciation of the complexity of world
politics and the challenges associated with it.
On a more personal level, MUN has helped
develop my public speaking and debating
skills, both of which are important in every
aspect of life.

Stu dent Glob e trot ter s contribute to a b e t ter world

Students make
a difference in the
Dominican Republic
by Alykhan Bhanji ’12
I remember vividly as our plane began
its descent towards the island of Hispaniola
in the Dominican Republic. A two-hour
journey from the airport led us to a little
town called Moca. With merely ten days, it
was our duty to renovate a local school in
the community of La Ermita and finish the
construction of another classroom.
The single factor that inspired, enabled
and compelled us to ensure we put in our
best at all times were the smiles on the
children’s faces. It’s their joy and happiness
that I remember the most. While there was
an enormous amount of work that had gone
into the trip, the little things like playing
soccer and volleyball with the children are
among my best memories!
Until our arrival, the school only offered
classes up to Grade 7. With the new classroom
we helped build, students could now complete
one more grade. Our renovations provided
teachers with educational rooms that enabled
students to learn right off the walls through
our fun English, math and history murals.
The friends we made, the skills we acquired
and, above all, the difference we made was
truly unimaginable.
After this trip, it seems as though it has
become our duty to continue the wonderful
volunteer work that we initiated. We have
taken on the responsibility to pass that spark
of hope and change in order to impact as
many communities and individuals as possible!
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Student News

Zahra Rawji ’15 and Vanessa Morton ’15 assemble
a solar lantern in April for the Round Square
solar lantern building initiative. Money raised
by students funded 16 lanterns, assembled by
Grades 4 to 12 students, for the Jane Goodall
Institute to support conservation and community
development work in Africa.

Elementary School students skip for one hour on May 20 during the Jump Rope for a Cause in support of
the Canadian Red Cross Society. The event is one of the many Humanitarian Outreach Program (HOP)
initiatives that has students reaching out to help others.

Class of 2011 – STS celebrates the graduation of 81 students. Congratulations on your future endeavours!
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Round Square allows students to develop and
deepen their international perspective through
global networking and service programs. Ashleigh
Corbiell ’12 plays with some local children during
a trip to Cambodia last fall.

Photo gallery

The Volunteer Tea recognizes parents and alumni
who volunteer. Those in attendance are treated
to performances by students and tea and dessert
served by Senior School prefects.

Elementary School students showcase their
talents and honour their parents during the
Mother’s Day Tea in May.

For 16 years, Mini Mall has had Grade 5 students
operating businesses and selling their wares.
Kingko Rinko Carnival operators Holly Kletke ’18,
Aimee Long-Innes ’18, Luka Wrenshall ’18, Kiana
Rawji ’18 and Julia Wilson ’18 sell toys and candy.

Students Michelle McKay ’12, Ashley Itzcovitch ’11,
Georgia Forbes ’12 and Stephanie Thompson ’11
share with each other, Bill Jones, Head of School,
and Lennard Fink, faculty, how they envision
learning spaces, sustainable construction and use of
the country campus during one of several campus
master planning sessions.

Students impress during the musical performance
of Footloose.

Harrison Varley ’12 won the People’s Choice
Award for his after-dinner speech on Speech Day
in March. Students are judged by staff, faculty and
alumni on speeches and monologues in a tradition
that goes back to Strathcona School for Boys.

Faculty, staff, parents, alumni
and students join together each
September to help find a cure
for cancer by raising money for
the Terry Fox Foundation in the
STS Terry Fox Walk/Run.
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Jim Preston spent weekends and most
of his summers exploring wilderness
routes with wife Fiona that could be
incorporated into the school’s program.

Faculty and staff news

Much-loved OE teacher
Jim Preston will be missed

S

TS teacher Jim Preston was known

Director of the Outdoor Education

summers exploring wilderness routes

among close friends as “Super

Program who mentored Jim during his

with wife Fiona that could then be

Grover” – an affectionate nickname

practicum. “He just knew STS was going

incorporated into the School’s program.

referring to his wiry physique and his

to be a good fit for him.”

“He was a mountain man through and

guileless and caring nature. It also
refers to his super-hero-like grit.
Born and raised in Edmonton,

Jim quickly earned his stripes as

through,” explains Walls. “He knew

a teacher and became a valued member

the name of just about every mountain

of the STS team. Former Head of School,

peak in Alberta and B.C. Sometimes

Jim had an indomitable spirit and

Peter Ditchburn, knew he couldn’t let

when we teachers and students would

never gave up, even in the face

this student-teacher get away. Peter

be looking over a map, we’d deliberately

of overwhelming challenges. He

recalls, “He was an exceptional student

call a mountain by the wrong name. Jim

demonstrated this throughout his life

teacher who already had skills and

would always catch and correct us.”

summiting countless mountains, skiing

experience we wanted for outdoor and

his way through difficult back-country

physical education.”

passes and fighting cancer. Although

“Everybody agreed that JP was the

he lost this battle, he fought bravely

kind of teacher we wanted to have at the

to the end.

school,” says Walls, who worked closely

Jim came to Strathcona-Tweedsmuir

knowledge and experience, Jim was
confident in his own skills. And he also
had the ability to draw on the strengths

with Jim over the next 16 years. “He and

School in 1988 to do his teaching

I worked really well together. More than

practicum from the University of

anything it was just good chemistry.”

Calgary’s education program. He

Well-grounded in his wilderness

This chemistry affected the

specialized in outdoor pursuits. “Jim

whole school, especially the Outdoor

was this keen, young buck coming out

Education program which Jim enriched

of university and he knew exactly what

with his dedication and skills. He’d

he wanted,” says Jim Walls, the former

spend weekends and most of his
15

Jim had an indomitable spirit
and never gave up, even in the
face of overwhelming
challenges. He demonstrated
this throughout his life...

Faculty and staff news

of others, finding ways for staff less

encourage us. I always got the sense he

to watch his students pursuing extra-

experienced in outdoor pursuits to

was genuinely listening to our thoughts

curricular activities. “He’d actually get

make valuable contributions to the

and ideas. I remember feeling safe with

out to watch kids play hockey,” says

program. Bruce Wilson, a former STS

him at the helm of our outdoor trips.

Dale. “I’d be blown away by that. He

teacher, was one such addition. “Bruce

He fostered the formation of incredible

really got to know the kids. He kept in

hadn’t done very much wilderness

friendships among our group.”

touch with them after. Alumni stayed

camping,” explains Wendy Rodney, an

in contact with him for years and

STS teacher who worked closely with

years and years.” This contact was

Jim. “He’s a fisherman and a bird guy
and not much of a back country guy.
Jim would say, ‘Just talk to the students
about fishing and birding, and what you
don’t know about backpacking won’t

Mr. Preston was one of the
most special teachers I have
ever encountered. I learned
so much from him.

maintained right up until his passing
and was evident at his memorial
service which was attended by a large
number of his former students.
Jim died on March 29, 2011 at the

matter.’ This is what it was like with Jim

age of 48. His positive attitude and

in charge.”

continuing focus on fitness enabled

These abilities earned him the

For several years he taught the

him to endure the trials of his brain

respect of his students with whom he

Grade 7 Health and Personal Living

cancer for almost six years. He was an

had an excellent rapport, both in the

Skills class and was universally

inspiration to all who knew him. Jim’s

bush and in the classroom. Not only

respected in that role. Students so

talent, diligence and kindheartedness

was he proficient in the outdoors, he

enjoyed that class that Dale Roth, a

will be deeply missed by the

was also a strong classroom teacher.

current STS teacher, was nervous about

Strathcona-Tweedsmuir School family.

Katie Mulherin ’04 said Jim continues to

having to take over when Jim became

We offer our sincere condolences to

be a role model for the kind of person

ill. “Everything Jim did, it was one step

Fiona Preston, Jim’s wife and partner in

she hopes to be. “Mr. Preston was one

above what the standard was. It was

world travel and outdoor exploration.

of the most special teachers I have

intimidating,” says Dale. “Here I was a

His spirit of adventure, determination

ever encountered. I learned so much

rookie following in his shoes.”

and dedication to this school will not

from him. I remember well his positive

Another reason Jim was so

attitude and how he could bring a smile

admired by students was his constant

to our faces, even at the most gruelling

thoughtfulness. He paid attention to

moments of the steepest climbs,” she

what was going on in his students’ lives.

reflects, “He was careful to always

He even took time out of his own life

16

be forgotten.
ave atque vale

A Tribute to Jim Preston

Jim Preston was known for his love of
the outdoors, which he shared with
STS staff and students alike.
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Sandy Orsten performing his signature handstand at Mount Kilimanjaro in Tanzania.

Faculty and staff news

Travel and Humanitarian
Outreach: the ever-active life of
Sandy Orsten
by Brigid Stewart

A

lways an activist in the classroom,

strong desire to resume their travels

Trek in New Zealand. The very group

Sandy Orsten has taken his

with Sandy and his wife Margaret.

who had exposed their children to the

remarkable energy into a myriad

Off they went to South East Asia

of geographic and philanthropic

where they benefitted from Sandy’s

began to share their adventures with

directions. His travel bug blossomed

recently-acquired knowledge and love

other family members and friends.

into a full-scale virus with trips to

for Viet Nam, Myanmar, Cambodia,

Although it is difficult to name all the

virtually every corner of the earth. In

Bali and Singapore. Later, they visited

participating families, some of the

1988, when he returned from a student

Tanzania and, more recently, New

trip to Russia, Sandy was greeted by a

Zealand and the Cook Islands. On

parent who commented that he would

their various adventures, the band of

have cut off his right arm to have been

travelers recognized the overwhelming

on that trip. As is his habit, Sandy

needs of the local inhabitants and put

quickly jumped on this comment and,

forth an impressive effort. They took

after discussing the concept with Peter

educational materials and clothing to

Ditchburn, Head of School at the time,

orphanages and schools and became

the concept of a spring break parent

involved in impressive fundraising

and student trip was born.

efforts to support these deserving

In the next few years, Sandy and his

wonders of learning through travel

people. Leaving a positive footprint

loyal group visited China, Egypt, Peru

became the ultimate goal of this

and the Galapagos Islands. After the

remarkable group. Mixed with this

students in the contingent graduated,

impressive goal was a considerable

and after Sandy spent two years

amount of fun and adventure. Some

teaching in Singapore, the parent group

hardy travelers climbed Mount

and some other friends indicated a

Kilimanjaro and some hiked the Milford
19

Ross and Catherine Kobayashi ride an elephant
at the Angkor Wat ruins in Cambodia during a
parent/student trip in 2005.
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faithful travelers were the Morgans,

And Freedoms For Incarcerated Children

Killis, Kobayashis, Barnetts, Dahlmans,

(GRAFFIC) in an effort to free them.

Ouelettes, Dr. Jackson, Dr. Mannerfeld,

Back in Calgary, he continues to

the Kwasnecias, Ms. Elias, Mr. Otto,

fundraise for this cause. He believes

Mr. Remington, Mrs. Fung, Mr. Lee,

strongly that his initial experiences

Mrs. Jaffer, Mr. Kirji, Mrs. Allibhai and

with STS student trips, as well as

Mrs. Leong.

the parent/student trips, resulted in

Sandy’s desire to continue on the

the realization of the enormous gap

journey of outreach led him (after

between the have and the have-not

vigorous fundraising, including the sale

areas of the world. Knowing Sandy as

of his own beautifully crafted origami

I do, I have not the slightest doubt that

boxes) to Burundi last fall to mentor

his boundless energy and big heart will

teachers in a new English school. There,

continue to benefit those children in

Sandy visited a non-segregated male/

Burundi, as well as other causes he will

female prison and learned that the

discover as his quest to learn and help

government does not take the children

others continues. Those interested in

(often born as a result of rape) into

supporting GRAFFIC are encouraged

account when supplying food for the

to contact Sandy at 403-281-2412 or

inmates. Sandy immediately developed

morsten@shaw.ca.

a program to feed these helpless
youngsters called Guaranteeing Rights

Brigid Stewart is a retired STS
English teacher, past parent and active
international volunteer.

Top: A woman and her baby at the Mpimba Prison
in Bujumbura, Burundi.
Centre: Three women in the Mpimba Prison
in Bujumburu, Burundi with baguettes donated
by Sandy.
Bottom: Students and parents at a Buddhist
temple in Yangon, Myanmar in 2005.
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Clara Watson looks forward to
new adventures in retirement
by Pat Ropchan and Helen Hoff

“Before tests, I usually get really stressed out, but Mrs. Watson has a
fun activity we do before I even have the chance to worry! We stand
up and jump around, then we touch our knees to our elbows, and
then we raise our hands in a meditating sort of way and say, ‘I’m so
smart!’ as we exhale and lower our hands.” — Alice Yates ’19

A

“I soon found a very good friend
that I would be able to rely on for
the rest of my elementary career:
my teacher, Mrs. Watson.”
— Elspeth Yates ’14

lice ’19 and Elspeth Yates ’14 have

medical leave, and in 1999 came to STS

students and the work they do in her

captured the essence of Grade 4

as a full-time Grade 4 teacher.

classroom always came first. While

teacher Clara Watson who retired from
STS in June 2011. Clara’s positive and

The staff and faculty soon learned
of Clara’s unwavering integrity. Her

cheerful attitude, coupled with her
sense of balance, has provided a rudder
for students and colleagues at STS for
the past 13 years.
Clara grew up in Tucson, Arizona
and moved to Canada with her
husband Bob to settle near his family
in Eastend, Saskatchewan in 1979. She
began her teaching career that fall.
Ten years later, she moved to Calgary
and taught preschool and Grade 2 at
the Learning Experience School for
three years. In 1995 she spent a year
at STS teaching Grade 3 to cover a

Clara Watson with her final Grade 4 class at STS.
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she nurtured and encouraged them,
she also expected them to do their

Re tiring Facu lt y: Cl ar a Watson

Grade 4 Recycling Project, the Chess

teacher) plan her wedding and visiting

Club and the Grade 6 leadership groups.

her son Greg, who just completed his

Clara admires the talents, unique

Clara Watson with husband Bob, son Greg and
daughter Ali.

best. She held them accountable
while instilling a solid work ethic and
helping them develop as good citizens.
Clara embraced the School’s unique

hockey career and is looking to settle in

qualities and passions of the STS

Ottawa, Calgary or Tucson. Clara also

teaching staff. Surrounding herself with

plans to participate in humanitarian

people who share the same visions

projects and health and fitness

both inside and outside the classroom

activities, as well as learn to play the

has been one of the great rewards of

piano and bake a good pie. STS wishes

her career.

Clara all the best as she begins a new

After 23 years of teaching, she is

and exciting phase of her life.

ready for a new adventure. Clara and
Bob are eager to spend more time with

Pat Ropchan is a retired

their children and travel during her first

STS teacher-librarian and

year of retirement. Clara looks forward

Helen Hoff is a former STS teacher

to helping her daughter Ali (also a

now teaching in Singapore.

country campus, taking advantage
of the outdoors with her students by
exploring the numerous opportunities
the campus offers.
Over the years, Clara made
significant contributions to the STS
community. She was a member of the
laptop pilot group and the Primary
Years Programme (PYP) steering
committee in its inaugural years.
As Division II curriculum leader,
she provided leadership based on
optimism, practicality and achievable
goals for Grades 4 to 6 students. As a
PYP Exhibition mentor, Clara applied
those same leadership skills to help
students develop. Outside of the
curriculum-based aspects of her career,
she served as teacher sponsor for the
Elementary Environment Club, the

Clara Watson assists Hussein Ali ’19, Terrilin Williams ’19 and Lucas Kloberdanz-Dyck ’19 with their
school work.
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OE from the archives
by Gordon Freight

Ask STS graduates what
they remember most about
their time at the School
and the answer is often
Outdoor Education (OE).
Most do not recall that lesson
on verb tenses or how to solve
quadratic equations – much to their
teachers’ chagrin. Memories are
most often stirred by their
out-of-class adventures on a group
hike or off-campus ski trip. For as
long as our School history has been
recorded, outdoor trips, excursions
and camps have been integral
parts of the STS experience.
Here are some outdoor experiences
from each of our predecessor
schools, and an early reminiscence
from an STS outdoor trip participant.
The first is a recollection of a
camp in 1927 as recorded by
Flora Macleod, a member of the
senior class at St. Hilda’s School.

CAMP 1927
Flora MacLeod ’27
Last summer 14 girls went to camp
with Miss Watts. Though it was rather
damp, I think every girl thoroughly
enjoyed herself from the first rainstorm
to the last one. This year we were lucky
enough to have Miss Watson cook our
meals, so our only domestic duties
were washing the dishes and making
the beds. This is how we spent each
day: In the morning we struggled out
of bed at half-past seven and had our
drill or “physical jerk.” After the milk
and water had been fetched we had
our breakfast, which, by the way, was
a very interesting meal, especially for
those who had entered the toast-eating
competition. Sad to relate, our appetites
were not very large and the greatest
amount eaten at one meal, by a single
girl, was only ten slices!
After breakfast we tidied our tents
and washed the dishes. Then we put
on our raincoats and rubbers and went
for a hike or treasure hunt. If we came
back in time we went for a swim before
lunch, and so came to that meal feeling
24

as if we could eat everything that was
ever cooked. For a little while after
lunch we rested. Then we generally
played cricket and afterwards went for
another swim.
If we had any visitors that day,
besides the rain, they nearly always
arrived at tea time. We were glad to
see them every time, especially if they
brought very nice things to eat with
them. When our visitors went away
again we had supper. After the dishes
were washed we had a big camp fire and
sing-song, plus eats. If it was not dry
enough for this, we used to have just as
nice a time inside our big tent playing
games. One evening we composed and
acted a comic opera, which certainly
deserved the first part of its name, at
least. Another time we had an orchestra,
which made as much noise as any
orchestra ever did. After spending our
evenings amusing ourselves like this we
would go to bed and soon to sleep.
No one who was not at our camp
could realize what a splendid time we had
and how grateful we are to Miss Watts for
giving us such a pleasant holiday.

OE from the Archives

In our second snapshot of outdoor
education from the past, we
move forward to 1941 to the
reminiscences of Strathcona School
for Boys student Frank McKay ’41.
As was the custom, all students were
referred to by their last names.
Trip to the Highwood
Frank McKay ’41
Our trip to the Highwood was full of

D. Gosling, C. Taylor and F. McKay.
We arrived at the Highwood at 6:00

fishing again, or exploring the woods
and cliffs around camp. We had lots of

in the evening and everybody got to

fun and at 6:30 we returned to camp

work putting up tents, getting firewood,

for supper. After supper and dishes we

making camp in general and getting

sat around the fire and told stories. We

supper ready. After supper we wandered

went to bed about 10:00 that night and

around, getting a look at the surrounding

everybody slept like logs.

country and laying out our beds for the

After breakfast the next morning we

night. About 11:00 or 12:00 that night we

went for a drive in the car down to the

got to bed, and I still wonder how.

remains of an old oil well. This was very

The next morning we got up about

fun, sport and exciting incidents. The trip

interesting. When lunch was over, we all

9:00 or 10:00, had breakfast and went

began at 4:00 on Friday afternoon, June

went hiking again. We hiked all over the

fishing. No fish were out but lots of fun

13th. On the trip there were 11 boys and

cliffs on the river bank and we followed

was gained by climbing over cliffs and

Mr. Howard. These boys were R. Johnson,

the river down to the same oil well we

hills. Around 1:00 or 2:00 we returned to

B. Bradely, J. Campbell, H. Cooper, M.

had visited that morning. It was about

camp and had lunch, after which we all

Wright, G. Bradely, J. Williams, T. Bevan,

4:00 when we arrived back in camp and

helped to clean dishes. Then we went

everyone was tired from the hike.
After supper nearly everybody
went down to the river to wash the
pots and pans. I had been sitting in
the car when, looking toward the river,
I perceived a familiar figure coming
toward me. It was Taylor and he was
soaking wet. I went over and asked him
what had happened. “We had a water
fight,” he replied with a grin. A little later
the rest of them came up and they were
all soaking wet, even Mr. Howard.
Around 6:30 everything was
straightened out and we started back
for Calgary. We arrived at the school
at 8:00 and dispersed from there to our
homes. All together I think we enjoyed
the weekend at the Highwood as one of

Grade 12 students Carol Hays ’81 and Madeline McDonald ’81 on a cross-country ski trip in 1981.
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the best weekends we’ve ever had.

outdoor education

Moving almost 30 years ahead, we
find in the history of Tweedsmuir:
An Academic School for Girls
another example of a typical
outdoor education trip. This article
was published in the 1970-1971
year book. The author is unknown.
Gr ade IX Camping Trip
Last fall Mrs. Domoney took the

Seventeen tired campers crowded

had one more sliding session

around the stove and had a sing song,

before setting off for a hike around

ate popcorn and played cards. In the

Lake Louise. The sparkling clear

eery darkness we told blood curdling

lake and the towering mountains

ghost stories and then we all crept into

banked with white snow made it a

our sleeping bags, trembling with fear

winter wonderland.

for the spooks we were sure were lurking
around in the darkness of the trees.
The morning dawned clear and cold.
After a satisfying and hot breakfast we

We arrived home with our clothes
and equipment permeated with the
smoky aroma of western pioneers. We
all thoroughly enjoyed our weekend.

Grade 9s on a camping trip up to Lake
Louise. We met at the school at 7:00 a.m.
with all our gear and, after loading the
cars, we set out. Singing all the way up
dried our throats, so we stopped at the
Post Hotel, Lake Louise, for a cup of hot
cocoa, then ventured on to our campsite.
Having eaten lunch and pitched
camp we fetched water from a mountain
stream that was frozen over. Everything
under order, we drove up to Lake
Louise and then did the strenuous
climb up to Lake Agnes.
Up by the tea house we quenched
our thirst from a mountain stream
and explored around. The lake was
frozen over and a frozen waterfall with
huge icicles was hanging from the
rock. The panoramic view from there
was breathtaking.
The going down was much easier
than the climb up. We slid and fell down
most of the way to the bottom.
After a filling dinner we went sliding
on the frozen river across the way. This
was hard on the knees!

Students stop at the Bow Summit on the Jasper to Banff bike trip in 1979.
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Grade 10 student Bart Borrett ’81 reflects upon a camping trip in 1978.

CAMPING
‘Twas early in the morning

A moose? A deer? A bear? A ghost?

as we loaded up the van,

I shivered to the core.

Mr. Keller and his husky;

Mr. Keller kept on sleeping,

checked every pot and pan.

the dog was out of sight.

We drove into the mountains far;

Not a soul but I was conscious and the

it was a glorious day.

thing from darkest night!

We parked and shared the goods to cook

But then a little squeak I heard.

our food along the way.

Was that the mighty roar?

Have you ever been out camping?

A tiny baby chipmunk head came

Have you ever hauled your kit?

peeping in the door.

It gets heavier by the minute –

It wasn’t long till morning,

Oh, Sir, when do we sit?

the sun was shining bright.

Have you ever plodded mile on mile,

And everyone was eating,

your weary feet so sore?

no one else had had a fright.

Yet when it’s time to camp and rest you

We gathered up the pots and pans,

boast you could go no more.

we packed the tents and gear.

At last we stopped and made a fire;

Then down the mountain trail we hiked

it really was great fun,

with Cayla at the rear.

With lots of stew and bacon too,

We reached the van, we tumbled in

and pancakes by the ton.

and off for home we went.

We slept in tents, so warm and snug

Our thanks to Mr. Keller for a lovely

and then I heard a roar.

weekend spent.

Resident archivist Gordon Freight taught at STS for 40 years and retired in 2010.
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Then and Now: a photo essay
Canoeing Then

Canoeing now

Sandy Heard ’46 (centre) with his son Mark Heard ’78 (front)
and a student on a canoe trip.

Alice Avery ’15 and Zahra Rawji ’15 learn canoe strokes on the
Grade 8 OE trip on the Bow River in May 2011.

Climbing Then

Climbing now

The Outdoor Education program expanded to include
rock climbing in 1982.

Thomas Dunlop ’13 works his way up a route on Wasootch Slab in the
Kananaskis during Student Outdoor Day in the spring of 2010.
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Then and now

Skiing Then

Skiing now

Miss Brewer, Joy Vickery and Kay Bird enjoy a St. Hilda’s
school ski trip in 1940.

Austin Oginski ’16, Justin Yen ’16, Mara Bishop ’16 and Nirav Bhagat ’16
lead the charge up the 12 km ski approach to the Elizabeth Parker Hut
on Lake O’Hara during the Grade 7 ski trip in January.

Hiking Then

Hiking now

St. Hilda’s students cool off after a hike in 1926.

Students leave the Tombstone Campground & Lakes on day two of the
Grade 9B backpacking trip in September.
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OE for Life
Alumni continue to incorporate OE into their everyday lives

Virginia (Wilson) Webster ’85

O

E and outdoor activities

shaped her views and understanding

Hiking has been a part of Virginia’s

at STS instilled a lifelong

of leadership and teamwork. Among

children’s lives from the start, as well

love of outdoor adventure

them are erecting a teepee in -25 degree

as whitewater canoeing, backpacking

that has become a strong

weather and stitching her wool mitten,

and cross-country skiing.

family value for Virginia (Wilson)
Webster ’85. It’s shared by not only

that burned in a fire, with dental floss.
The value of the OE program

Returning to campus as a parent,
Virginia finds it exhilarating to see

her siblings, Andrew Wilson ’87 and

for Virginia was the sense of

Alissa share her love of the outdoors,

Valerie Wilson ’86, and parents, but her

accomplishment at reaching a goal or

develop her own memories of OE and

husband Cameron and children, Alissa

completing a journey, the respect for

compare notes on the Elizabeth Parker

’16 and Kyle.

nature and the inspiration that comes

Hut and the Grade 7 ski trip to

from simple things like finding wild

Lake O’Hara, 30 years later.

OE activities are some of the most
cherished memories at STS for Virginia.
OE taught her the importance of

strawberries on the side of the trail.
A tradition has been instilled

preparation and creativity. While she

in her family. Each year, they hike

can’t recall what she studied in Grade 11

to a mountain peak, whether it be

social studies, she can remember

Mt. Yamnuska in the Kananaskis

specific moments and challenges that

or Rincon de la Vieja in Costa Rica.
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Alissa ’16, Virginia (Wilson) Webster ’85, Kyle and Cameron hiking Rincon de la Vieja volcano in Costa Rica.

Graham Gilley ’82 gives his daughters Isabelle and Gabriella kayak lessons on the Pacific coast.

OUTDOOR EDUCATION

Graham Gilley ’82

I

n Grade 10, Graham Gilley ’82 was
part of the cohort of students

Senior School without the program.
Graham has never stopped playing

mountains. His family hikes the
Baden-Powell trail, a mere 30 metres

enrolled in a new course called

in the outdoors. He has canoed rivers

from his front door, and spends

Special Projects, which

and lakes, kayaked oceans, climbed

holidays camping, hiking and living

subsequently morphed into the OE

mountains and skied and snowboarded

in the outdoors. Graham is teaching

Program. The portable rooms on the

the Rocky and Coastal Mountains. He

daughters Isabelle, 6, and Gabriella, 3,

north end of the school became a

competed in multi-day adventure races

how to kayak and sail at the family’s

second home for Graham. He developed

including the 1996 Eco-Challenge in

cabin in the Gulf Islands which the

confidence, a sense of purpose and a

B.C. and a non-stop race from Durango

girls call their real playroom. In fact,

desperately needed change of pace

Colorado to Taos, New Mexico in 2001.

Isabelle chose to take her first steps

during the school day, and is confident
that he would not have made it through

At home in Vancouver, he cycles on
world-class trails of the north shore

on a rocky trail during a
backpacking trip!

Outdoor Education is my best memory of Strathcona-Tweedsmuir School.
It was the beginning of a life-long love for the mountains, the outdoors and the
environment. Mr. Walls fostered an appreciation and love of hiking that I’ve
incorporated into my life and I’m raising my children with that same appreciation.
I look forward to removing myself from the craziness of the city to enjoy the
peace and smell of the mountains with no phones or computers in sight.
— Shannon Andrukow ’93
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STS honours
Dr. Janice Heard with the
2011 Distinguished Alumni Award
by Kate Tavender ’87

D

r. Janice Heard ’75 embodies the

School for Girls while living with her

Board of Governors from 2001 to 2004,

spirit of Strathcona-Tweedsmuir

siblings (Pam ’73, Cynthia ’77,

and together with her husband Bruce

School. As a result of her enduring

Mark ’78 and Rod ’82) at Strathcona

McFarlane, established the Coaches

commitment to STS and the larger

School for Boys on Riverdale Avenue

Professional Development Fund. She

community, Janice has been named the

where her father was the Head of

also helped Bruce coach volleyball

Distinguished Alumni Award recipient

School. Then the family moved to the

for 2011.

country in 1971 to live in the

This award was established in 2003
to celebrate individuals who represent

Headmaster’s house on the campus of
the newly amalgamated school.

the spirit of STS – nil nisi optimum. It

“The School was my house and

recognizes eminent alumni who have

home, and the people in it were an

distinguished themselves through their

extension of my family,” she says.

outstanding contributions to the School

During her school years, Janice

and community, stimulating new ideas

was a model student, graduating at the

or developments at STS and showing

top of her class in 1975, winning the

exceptional dedication, creativity or

Howard Trophy and various academic

leadership. Previous recipients of this

awards including the Governor

award are Marmie Hess ’34, Don Cross ’47,

General’s Award. Continuing the family

David Dover ’48, Fred Mannix ’56,

tradition, her three daughters Erin ’00,

David McDermid ’58, Ron Mannix ’62

Alexandra ’04 and Beth ’08 graduated

and Steve Johnson ’74, as well as

as ‘lifers’ from STS – the first of a

Janice’s father W. A. ‘Sandy’ Heard ’46.

handful of three generation families to

Janice’s ties to STS are deep. In 1969
she attended Tweedsmuir: An Academic

attend the School.
Janice served on the School’s
34

Janice Heard ’75 with Dr. Pink-Chansathit and
Dr. Noot Noot on the Mekong River in Laos.
Both doctors are graduates of the family medicine
program Janice has been helping with in Laos.

Di stingu ished Alu mna: Janice He ard ’75

for a season and judged a number of

pediatric practice, Janice made a

increasingly competitive independent

Speech Day events over the years.

difference in the community beyond STS.

school environment,” says Bill Jones,

They generously supported the Sandy

While working at the Alberta Children’s

Head of School. “Janice embodies

Heard Bursary endowment to provide

Hospital, she operated the Child Sexual

the differentiators that the School

financial assistance to talented students

Abuse Clinic, established the CUPS Kids

will continue to deepen and enrich

who otherwise wouldn’t be able to

Klinic at the Calgary Urban Project Society

in the years ahead. She has a global

attend STS.

(CUPS) main site, and she operates the

perspective, yet acts locally. She

Janice has been a spirited and

Pediatric clinic at the CUPS One World

knows the value of continuous learning

loyal attendee at school and alumni

Child Development Centre. She and

and perhaps, because she and her

functions, maintaining close bonds

Bruce also established the Dr. Janice

siblings grew up on the country

with her classmates from 1975 and the

C. Heard Bursaries at the University

campus, she is a leader within a robust

surrounding years.

of Calgary, and the Heard-McFarlane

network of alumni.”

“There were so few of us in the
class, we became really close and share
some very fond memories,” she says.
In addition to her thriving general

Bursaries at Queen’s University.
Janice is a dedicated volunteer both

While Janice’s years at STS were
foundational for her later success,

locally and internationally, sharing her

she believes her parents and siblings

medical expertise by training clinicians

inspired her to work hard and make her

in developing countries such as Laos

dreams come true.

and Uganda.

“The words I heard so often from

“I think Janice’s biggest

Mom and Dad were, ‘You can be

accomplishment is caring for other

anything you want to be. There are no

people through medicine and

boundaries,’” she says. “That really was

philanthropic endeavours,” says

a spectacular thing for them to say.”

Janice’s mother Lois Haskayne. “She

The School congratulates Janice on

is always conscious of people’s needs

living a life of no boundaries and

and she strives to help wherever she

earning the Distinguished Alumni

can – she helps in the community, the

Award in the process. We thank her

hospital, the university, Third World

for her commitment to excellence

countries – wherever she sees need.”

and her enduring dedication to

Her accomplishments and approach
to life and service are not only an

enhancing the experience that defines
an STS education.

inspiration, but an embodiment of the
things which define an STS education.
“In the past year, our School’s board
and leadership have been reflecting
Janice Heard ’75 with Mom Lois Haskayne.

on what sets STS apart from an
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Kate Tavender ’87 is a
writer and communications
consultant in Calgary.
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Life on a Country Campus
Reflections from the founding family of STS
by Kate Tavender ’87

F

orty years ago, W.A. “Sandy” Heard ’46,

“Schmitty (Jim Schmit), Gordon Freight,

Strathcona with Tweedsmuir became

the founding headmaster of

Randy Garrison and the other teachers

a reality thanks to a bequest from the

Strathcona-Tweedsmuir School, moved

had their office on our front porch.

Atkinson family, the Cross family’s gift

with his wife Lois and their five children

The school was our playground. We

of 160 acres and the contributions of

to the new STS campus in the country.

lived and breathed Strath.”

several visionary donors. Strathcona-

A house was built for the Head and his

Then, the dream of amalgamating

Tweedsmuir School – with an enviable

family in the woods overlooking the
pond. This beautiful rural setting would
be home, work and school for the family
for the next 13 years.
This family was connected to the
school like no other. Previously, they
had been living on Riverdale Avenue in
the same house that served as school
for students and faculty at Strathcona
School for Boys (SSB).
“We were upstairs and school was
down. Locker rooms were in the
basement beside our laundry room,”
reflects Janice Heard ’75, who at
the time attended Tweedsmuir: An
Academic School for Girls along with
her sisters Pam ’73 and Cynthia ’77.

Sandy Heard was often right in with the students’ activities.
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campus in the foothills – was born.
“Jim Cross, Don Cross, David Dover
and I drove out in a station wagon to
demonstrate that the country wasn’t
too far,” recalls Sandy. “Two buffalo
belonging to the Crosses were on the
site for the tour which proved to be a
perfect situation.”
Leaving the city behind, the Heard
family made their home almost within
sight of the new school. Beyond that
was wide open countryside as far as the
eye could see.
Lois Haskayne reflects, “I thought it
was going to be a very wholesome place
to raise children. If we’d had only one
child it would have been a very lonely

Cynthia Heard ’77, Lois Haskayne, Janice Heard ’75 and Pam Heard ’73 gather at Toby Creek, B.C. to
watch Mark Heard ’78 participate in a whitewater race.

existence, but because there were five
of them, they had lots to do.”

“The children stayed at home on
campus and didn’t get into trouble
because they had enough to do,” says

“When we think of a good home
we think of a place that offers
shelter, support, the comfort of
family and a nurturing environment
for those who reside there.”

friends out, we could go over to the
gym and play basketball.”
Meanwhile, Sandy and Lois worked

Sandy. “Everyone played on a team

tirelessly, each in their own way, to

and stayed late. It wasn’t deliberate, but

make STS a success, embracing

it worked.”

the entire school community as an

While there was no end of hard work
in those days, the kids still managed to
find time for fun.

extended family.
“The whole family has a hard time
saying, ‘no,’” explains Cynthia.

“Because we were out there we

“Dad helped everybody,” recalls

would get to do activities with teachers

Janice. “It didn’t matter what people

busy. All the Heard children pitched in

that other kids didn’t get to do,”

asked of him, he would find a way to

walking ponies at the Calgary Polo Club,

explains Janice. “Jack Hay would take

make something happen if he thought it

cutting grass on the school grounds

me out skeet shooting even when it

was a worthwhile thing. And Mom was

and helping teachers with odd jobs like

wasn’t skeet shooting night, and I’d help

always at every event for the children.

organizing and cleaning classrooms

him load shotgun shots. I’d go paddling

when the rest of the students were gone

with Stan Pereski when it wasn’t part

struggling, she’d help them. This was

for the day.

of the regular curriculum. And if I had

all happening behind the scenes. They

Indeed the whole family was kept
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If she knew about a family that was
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whose ethics and lives are an example
of how to behave. They wanted the very
best for their students and they went
above and beyond the call of duty. I’m
grateful to them and I give them credit
for my five successful children.”
Sandy agrees that his children’s
success is a testament to the enriched
learning environment he and his family
helped build.
“All of my children personify STS,”
he says. “All five are very special kids.
They show other kids what it’s like to
be an STS student.”
Even forty years since its beginnings
– and many since the Heard family called
STS home – STS is where the heart is.
Kate Tavender ’87 is a
Rod Heard ’82, Lois Haskayne, Mark Heard ’78 and Cynthia Heard ’77 prepare for a hiking trip in the early ’70s.

didn’t talk about this – it just happened.”
Still, there were times the kids

Tweedsmuir School a family, and it
absolutely is the way I think of it,” says

from the School and their inescapable

Janice. “It feels like a part of me and

identity as the Headmaster’s children.

part of my family. That’s because all my
children went there for 12 years, and

Headmaster and he also taught me

I’ve been so intimately connected with

chemistry,” reflects Cythnia. “I felt

the School since 1967.”

isolated out there. I want to go into

“I do have a part of Strath in me for

town. But it was probably a blessing

sure,” Cynthia reflects. “I’m well-educated

that I wasn’t able to do that.”

and I think it got me on the right track

The family still remembers those
years with great fondness. STS and

consultant in Calgary.

“Dad used to call Strathcona-

wished they lived in the city, away

“It was hard having Dad as the

writer and communications

in my life.”
Lois adds, “The way I see STS is the

the experiences they had here are an

way that my children have turned out.

integral part of their lives.

They had many good, solid teachers
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Rick Johnson ’75, Sylvia (Sherlock) Maishment ’75,
Frances Amery ’75, Melissa Tharp ’75, Kathy
(Paget) Ireland ’75, Lisa McKay ’75, Kelly Kerr ’75
and Janice Heard ’75 making wine in Chemistry 30
in 1975.

STS Homecoming 2011
Celebrating 40 years on our country campus

Join students, parents, alumni, parents of alumni and current and former faculty and staff in
celebrating 40 years on our country campus! Reconnect and reminisce with classmates at your school
reception, and join our larger community in a day of activities on Friday, September 16, 2011.
Tuesday, September 13, 2011
St. Hilda’s School for Girls
Alumnae Luncheon
Wednesday, September 14, 2011
Tweedsmuir: An Academic School for Girls
Alumnae Cocktail Reception
Thursday, September 15, 2011
Strathcona School for Boys
Alumni Luncheon

Friday, September 16, 2011
Homecoming
Former faculty and staff breakfast, Terry Fox Walk/Run,
open house, BBQ lunch, music by George Canyon,
children’s fair and alumni sports.
Saturday, September 17, 2011
STS Alumni Association
Cocktail Reception
All alumni, especially those celebrating anniversaries
from graduating classes ending in 1 & 6, are invited.

To register, go online to https://www.sts.ab.ca and click on “Alumni”.
For more information, contact the Advancement Office at 403-938-8318 or alumni@sts.ab.ca.
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Alumni Success after STS
by Kate Tavender ’87

From brain surgery and the space industry to law and international business, there is
no shortage of diversity when it comes to the career choices of many STS alumni. Meet eight
individuals who are making their mark in a variety of high-powered professions.
Mark’s global opportunities came

adventure along the way helped set me

the Campbell Soup Company, managing

on my career path.”

some of the world’s most recognized

Mark Alexander’s ’82 career has

After STS, Mark graduated from

food brands. As president of Campbell

Queen’s University with a B.A. in

International, overseeing the company’s

economics and political science before

businesses in Asia Pacific, Europe and

getting his first job in an advertising

Latin America, his career aspirations

agency. In 1989, he was hired at

don’t end there.

Campbell, taking on various roles from

“My aim is to run a large company one

Mark Alexander ’82

lots of different things and having some

with a career spent rising to the top of

business director for the ready-to-serve

day and to continue to travel the world to

soup portfolio in the U.S. to vice

see new places and meet new people.”

president of soup and grocery for

Mark, who now lives in Bryn Mawr,
Pennsylvania just outside of Philadelphia,

Asia Pacific.
Living all over the world and

allowed him to move internationally

credits STS for giving him a solid

accumulating a pile of diverse, exciting

nine times over the past 20 years. He

foundation on which to build his career.

and challenging experiences helped

and his family have lived in Europe,

“STS offered so many different

Mark find success. His advice for

Asia, Australia and North America.

things to be involved in, in and out of

students interested in pursuing a

“Our daughters will tell you we’ve

the classroom – out especially for me –

similar career is to “try everything once

over-done it a bit,” says Mark who, in

from competitive sports to the outdoor

and don’t be afraid to have a go.”

addition to two teenage girls, has a son

program with its challenging trips,” he

with wife Tania.

reflects. “The value of participating in
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an undergraduate degree at Queen’s
University, he went on to complete his
PhD in immunology at the University of
Calgary before taking a post-doctoral
fellowship at the Basel Institute for
Immunology in Switzerland. He then
went on to complete his medical degree
followed by further specialty training
in internal medicine, gastroenterology
and hepatology.
“My sister Beth ’88 still jokes that
I ultimately graduated after finishing

Alex Aspinall ’86
Alex Aspinall ’86 discovered his

Grade 29.”
STS helped foster Alex’s work ethic,

Sar ah (Shaikh)
Hall , ’95
Sarah (Shaikh) Hall ’95, a general

passion for science in his AP biology and

which continues to serve him well in

chemistry classes at STS. Today, he lives

his field. He is grateful for other aspects

pediatrician practicing at the Alberta

and breathes science as a hepatologist

of an STS education that he sees more

Children’s Hospital in a community

(liver specialist) in Calgary. While 50 per

fully now as a parent with two (soon to

pediatric practice and at the Calgary

cent of his time is spent doing clinical

be three) children in attendance.

Urban Project Society (CUPS), made

work, the balance of his career focuses

“It was not until I had children of

the decision to become a physician

on teaching medical students and

my own that I fully appreciated how

while attending STS. In particular, the

performing clinical research through the

much every STS student receives

agencies program at Emily Follensbee

University of Calgary.

genuinely individualized attention,”

School played a pivotal role in helping

he reflects. “Many people looked out

her focus her ambitions on a medical

medical education from the very first day

for me, acted with my best interests in

career in pediatrics.

of med school to the very last, certifying

mind, fostered my strengths and helped

examinations for residents,” explains Alex.

with my weaknesses.”

“I am involved in the full spectrum of

“I thoroughly enjoy the challenge of being
abreast of a very large body of medical
literature and how medical students

Outside of his professional pursuits,
Alex does his best to live life to the fullest.
“Carpe diem,” is his philosophy.

“Not only was it an experience I was
able to use on many of my applications
throughout school, it was extremely
relevant for my future career,” reflects
Sarah. “I now work with high needs
children every day.”

and residents challenge me to be a more

“The ‘other stuff’ is just as important

effective instructor and better physician.”

as the career discussion, and I think

Unlike many doctors, Alex didn’t

this is true for all of us at all points in

career have taken her around the

decide how to apply his love of science

our lives. I enjoy skiing, playing and

world, including a pediatric medical

until his years in university. Following

coaching soccer and travel.”

camp in Pamplona, Peru providing
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Sarah’s medical education and
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health care to a poor population and

develops oil prospects in southeast

a remote village in Nepal where she and

Saskatchewan before selling the

husband Christopher practiced high

companies when they reach a critical

altitude medicine.

mass. “This private company provided

Now back in Calgary after 15 years,

us with the opportunity to operate our

Sarah has been surprised at how

way. It also gave us a chance to ‘put our

fulfilling she finds her new life back

money where our mouths were,’ taking

home including rekindling old STS ties.

greater risks but with exposure to

“I lived in different cities across

greater rewards. I see myself continuing

Canada and even internationally – from

to explore until a new discovery is no

the Arctic to Nepal,” she explains. “On

longer a thrill.”

returning, it has been incredible to
reconnect with my family, old friends
and colleagues. The STS community

David’s family moved to Wales

David Komlodi ’79
David Komlodi ’79 had an interest

in Calgary is felt everywhere. I’m so

in geophysics since he was a junior

fortunate to be a part of the STS family.”

high student.

Sarah’s thriving career extends

before he could finish his final year at
STS, but the time he spent at the School
made its mark.
“STS provided an environment that

“Volcanoes, earthquakes,

encouraged and supported excellence.”

beyond her practice. She has

continental drift – yes, a nerd,” David

established the continuing medical

says remembering an early application

School from Grade 7 to 9 while his

education program for the Hospital

of his interests. “A friend and I did

daughter Hannah was registered before

Pediatricians at Alberta Children’s

well at the Calgary Science Fair with

Grade 7, but instead moved with her

Hospital. She is also a Clinical Assistant

a project on oil sands recovery. I

family to Victoria.

Professor at the University of Calgary

am pretty sure oil sands were not

where she has won a number of

economically viable at the time, but this

force in the decision to send our

teaching awards. She’s a mother of

was true science.”

children to STS,” he reflects. “She had

one and expecting her second child

Not surprisingly, this professional

David’s son, Andrew, attended the

“My wife Nicola was the driving

attended several alumni and School

soon. Her long-term goal is to find

geoscientist found a way to apply

functions and was impressed with

a happy medium between personal

his interests in the oil and gas industry

both the School and the current and

and professional.

where he worked for several large

past students.”

“There are so many opportunities
for female physicians these days,
both locally and internationally,” she

organizations before starting his
own company.

Today, David commutes to his Calgary
office from Victoria every other week.

“I teamed up with three other

explains.”While there is so much to be

partners in 1997 and founded Empire

done, I would like to be able to balance

Energy Inc., perhaps the smallest

both a happy home life and a successful

empire known to man,” says David

work life.”

whose company explores and
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“Having exposure to so many
different perspectives, opportunities
and experiences really set the tone for
my life – knowing there’s a big world
out there to explore,” she says. “I also
was given many opportunities to lead
at STS, whether it was by being captain
of a team, a volunteer, prefect or coach.
Being a leader has become part of
who I am.”
Linnea’s consulting business,
Bright Blue Strategies – though

Linnea (Turnquist)
Leibel ’87

demanding – allows her to find the

Whether she’s doing strategic

and personal life.

right balance between her professional

Tahir Mer ali ’03
For Tahir Merali ’03, space has been
his calling since he was five years old.

planning, enterprise risk management

“I have a seven-year-old daughter

or offering a concierge golf service to

and being able to balance my time with

earned a Masters of Science in Space

various organizations, Linnea (Turnquist)

her, my work and living life to its fullest

Management from the International

Leibel ’87 says variety is the spice of life

is incredibly important and much easier

Space University in France. He has also

when it comes to career satisfaction.

to control when I’m my own boss.”

worked at the European Astronaut

“I began my career as an

In terms of her long-term ambitions,

Today he’s fulfilled his dreams, having

Centre in Cologne, Germany developing

entrepreneur, starting the first full-

Linnea plans to keep moving Bright

and delivering training materials for

service women’s golf program in

Blue Strategies forward, continuing

International Space Station ground

Canada,” explains Linnea, whose efforts

to work with interesting people on

personnel and astronauts including

with Par W earned her a nomination

interesting projects. What will keep

Frank de Winne, Tim Peake and those

for the Canadian Woman Entrepreneur

her working hard is her passion for her

aboard the space station. But his long-

of the Year Award in 1995. “Afterwards

profession.

term career goals don’t end there.

I worked in both non-profit and

“I really do believe you have to love

“I see myself working in space

government sectors and realized that

what you do to be truly successful.

operations in the future – NASA Mission

being an entrepreneur and consultant

Passion is something you can’t fake if

Control essentially,” explains Tahir

are really where my heart is at. The

it’s not there, or hide if it is!”

who lives in Calgary. “Commercial

right mix for me is lots of variety,

spaceflight is bourgeoning rapidly

flexibility and balance.”

and I see this as an opportunity

STS helped feed Linnea’s need

to participate in pioneering a new

for variety as well as develop other

industry. As for being an astronaut –

important business skills.

of course! If the opportunity presented
43
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itself, I wouldn’t think twice about a

Centre was an activity that helped

mission to the Moon, Mars and beyond!”

me experience firsthand the sense

Tahir’s ambitions were fueled

of fulfillment one can achieve by

during his years at STS.

helping others.”

“My IB Extended Essay in Physics

Although Alim has already attained

SL under Bob Shaw allowed me

impressive professional heights, his

to investigate rocket propulsion,

dreams don’t end there.

comparing model rocket engines to the

“My long-term career goals are to

real hardware used for space rockets,”

develop novel ways to treat vascular

he reflects, noting that a trip in the

diseases of the brain using the body’s

summer of Grade 11 to NASA’s Johnson

own cells in a process called tissue

Space Centre was also inspiration for
his future career. “History, French and
Spanish classes have also come in
handy during my global travels.”
These travels have taken Tahir

engineering,” he says. “In addition to

Alim Mitha ’93

my surgical practice, I’m also starting a

Alim Mitha ’93 vividly remembers

research laboratory which will focus on

this saying posted high on the wall of

the development of tissue engineered

his Grade 4 classroom at STS: “Set your

biological devices for neurosurgery.

to more than seven countries as a

goals higher than you can reach, then

It’s my hope that we will be able to

result of his research on subjects

reach them.” This adage has set the

develop less invasive ways to perform

like human physiological effects of

tone for Alim’s professional life. Today,

neurosurgical procedures and with

microgravity, space marketing and

he is a Calgary neurosurgeon who

better outcomes.”

commercial spaceport viability. And

performs brain and spine operations

while most of us are satisfied with

to treat conditions including tumours,

for the demanding job he holds today,

earthly explorations, Tahir dreams of

congenital abnormalities and seizures.

he tries to find balance pursuing his

adventures much farther afield.

He also specializes in surgically treating

other interests like piloting airplanes,

abnormalities of the blood vessels such

skiing, traveling and playing guitar.

“There is so much to discover on
this planet that some call me crazy
for wanting to leave it,” says Tahir,

as brain aneurysms and strokes.
While Alim knew from an early

While Alim spent 18 years in training

“Becoming a physician is a long
and difficult path, so it’s extremely

who has accumulated ten minutes of

age that he wanted to be in the health

important to have interests outside of

weightlessness aboard microgravity

profession, STS helped him further

medicine that keep you physically and

research parabolic flights. “But surely

develop his interest in medicine.

mentally healthy, whether it be sports,

I wouldn’t be well on the way to a

“Organized opportunities such as

hobbies or spending time with family

dream career without the support of

the Endeavors program and Career

and friends” he notes. “Fortunately,

my parents and community keeping

Day helped me to learn about various

I don’t feel like I compromised these

me grounded.”

career possibilities,” he reflects.

other important aspects of life in order

“Volunteering at the Emily Follensbee

to obtain my professional goals.”
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a husband who also has a demanding

and co-chair of the Papers Committee

career,” she says of her husband

for the foundation’s Jasper conference,

Tom, who is also a lawyer. “Balance is

the leading energy law conference

difficult, but essential at this stage of

in Canada.

my life. While I love my job, family time
is the most important.”
At Nexen, Shannon manages the

Shannon Young’s ’91 advice to STS

“Dating back even to Mr. Hay’s
social studies class, I had always been

regulatory legal group supervising

interested in policy, politics and legal

a team of lawyers and analysts, and

frameworks,” she reflects. “Regulatory

handling regulatory and environmental

law comprises each of those elements.”

legal issues related to projects in the

Shannon Young ’91

Her love of law was fostered at STS.

And that’s not the only STS

oil sands, shale gas, coalbed methane

experience that helped prepare

projects and sour gas.

Shannon for her career.

“It’s a demanding and rewarding

“First, the supportive and talented

students is to be prepared to work hard

job that is constantly in flux as I

community of faculty and students

but make time to enjoy themselves and

am working within the ever-changing

created an exceptional atmosphere

contribute to their community along

world of government regulation,”

that prepared me well for academic and

the way. As a senior regulatory counsel

she explains.

professional challenges,” she explains.

at the Canadian-based energy company,

Shannon, who started her career

“Second, opportunities such as speech

Nexen Inc., she strives to do all of these

at the law firm Bennett Jones, takes

day, working with special needs

in balancing her thriving legal career

on additional responsibilities outside

children and outdoor education gave

with the demands of family.

her job. She is a board member of the

me skills and confidence that I may not

Canadian Energy Law Foundation

have developed otherwise.”

“I have three young children and

Kate Tavender ’87 is a writer and communications consultant in Calgary.
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‘STS taught me how to dream big and overcome
great obstacles in order to achieve the best.’

Culture of giving

The Music Man
Emmy award-winning composer maintains STS ties
by Jon Woodward ’99

I

t was never just “O Canada” at an

day while working on the 2010 Olympics

more outside the country. The entire

STS assembly when Dave Pierce ’90

and coming up with numerous different

composition earned Dave a nomination

was playing the piano. Dave had

arrangements that didn’t spark reminders

in the same category as his lifelong

bigger plans for our national

of the School motto nil nisi optimum.”

heroes David Foster and Marc Shaiman.

anthem, mixing it with the Cheers

“STS best prepared me for the

theme, Happy Trails and even our other
patriotic tune, Hockey Night in Canada.
The medleys were a hit with students.
Dave is still applying this talent 20
years later. As the musical director of
the 2010 Winter Olympics in Vancouver,

Emmy awards ceremony by instilling

Dave returned to the School in
April to work with students as
an artist-in-residence, personally
conducting the world premiere
of ‘Bus Rider’ and ‘STS’n’.

he injected more Canada – a Hockey

the importance of having shined shoes
and a crisply double-Windsor knot
in my tie,” he jokes. “But seriously,
STS taught me how to dream big and
overcome great obstacles in order to
achieve the best.”

Night in Canada riff – into Michael

And Dave is living those dreams. In

Bublé’s rendition of The Maple Leaf For

Presiding over a spectacle that

Ever. The Olympic crowd loved it, and

included performances from Canadian

a piece from Dave to be played at

so did the Academy of Television Arts

icons like Bublé, Bryan Adams and

Alberta’s centennial. Right now, Dave

and Sciences. Dave’s song was part of

Alanis Morissette was a career highlight

is working on his second Broadway

the nomination that won him an Emmy

for Dave. The closing ceremonies

show. Closer to home, you might have

award in 2010.

2005, Queen Elizabeth II commissioned

were seen by an audience of 25 million

seen his work scoring Grey Cup halftime

“That’s a great STS memory I was

people in Canada – more than 80 per

shows. And any Calgarian will recognize

proud of,” says Dave. “There wasn’t a

cent of the population – and millions

yet another of his impressive projects:
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“Setting down the right path at STS
starts and ends with the wonderful
close relationships you make during
your stay at the school,” he says.
“Even to this day I am still friends with
my classmates.”
Dave is proud they still remember
him as the “class clown,” and
sheepishly admits that even as a
student he was drawn more towards
music than to gym.
“I would like to take this moment
to confess that on more than a few
occasions during gym glass in 1979 I
cut the cross-country run short by
Dave Pierce ’90 works with STS students as artist-in-residence conducting the world premiere of
Bus Rider and STS’n.

skipping the polo field-pond portion
of the route, thus making my finish
time versus heart rate comparison a

he’s the musical director for the Calgary

and artist-in-residence program were

Stampede’s Grandstand Show.

pointless calculation. Please forgive me;

funded by a generous donor family

I was only hurting myself.”

Even with his busy schedule, Dave

who has made a visionary multi-year

found time to compose two pieces for

funding commitment to the arts,

STS jazz bands, and he returned to the

thereby enriching the curriculum.

With all his success outside the
country Dave is proud to be Canadian.
“You have to understand that

School in April to work with students

Dave noted that the STS music

as an artist-in-residence, personally

O Canada is really my favourite song. It

program has grown significantly since

conducting the world premiere of

truly is a great one, and all these years

his days as a student. “Back in my day,

Bus Rider and STS’n, performed by

later in my professional career I am still

we only had recorders and ukuleles.”

often asked to create new arrangements

the STS jazz bands in the C.A. Smith

Many former faculty recall Dave

of O Canada.”

Arts Centre on April 26, 2011. Pierce

playing the piano for assemblies and

is also composing a “fanfare” for the

musicals when he was a Grade 5

senior band which will be performed

student. Part of what brought Pierce

at Homecoming in September to mark

back to the School was the community

Jon Woodward ’99 is an

the 40th anniversary of the School’s

that he felt a part of then and remains

award-winning reporter with

country campus. His compositions

a part of today.

Something he started at STS.

CTV News in Vancouver.
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STS Alumni Mentoring &
Networking Program
Strengthening connections and advancing careers
Optimize the benefits of belonging to the STS alumni community
by creating connections and building on long-term relationships.
Get ahead in your career with the help of an STS mentor – an
experienced alumnus who is willing to share expertise and advice.
In a community of 3,000 alumni, the possibilities are endless!

“In my architectural practice, we have recently enjoyed the participation
of two interns, both of whom, as STS graduates, came to know of
our firm through our mutual links to the School. In these young people,
as in other graduates of the School, I see the benefits their education
has fostered in their development and, presumably, in their future.”
— Richard Lindseth ’73 of
Richard Lindseth Architecture Inc. in Calgary

Register as a mentor or mentee today at www.sts.ab.ca or
contact Caroline Banadar at banadac@sts.ab.ca or 403-938-8344.

Culture of giving

The Differences Donors Make

P

hilanthropy and volunteerism

additional professional development or

play an integral role in enhancing

Join in our community of giving

enhancements to the pond and campus.

for the 2011-2012 school year. Visit

student success at STS. Students,

Each gift, no matter the size, impacts the

www.sts.ab.ca to learn more about

parents, alumni, parents of alumni

overall educational experience at STS.

volunteering or to view the 2010-2011

and staff and faculty all contribute

Thank you to our volunteers,

annual giving priorities that only move

to an enriched student experience,

donors and students who give so much

forward with donor support. Every

whether it be collecting supplies to

to our community, both inside and

donation makes a difference!

support Slave Lake’s wildfire victims,

outside the School. Your spirit of giving

financial donations to provide

makes a difference.

Blaise Evelyn ’17, Kristy Lee ’17 and Rindhem Randhawa ’17 joined Elementary
School students in making origami cranes in the School’s Cranes for Hope
campaign to support those affected by the earthquake and tsunami in Japan.

In February, renowned writer and psychologist Dr. Adam Cox spent a
professional development day with STS faculty discussing the “executive
control” of a child’s brain. Dr. Cox is one of several inspiring speakers invited
to our School.
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The differences donor s make

Theatre seat sponsorship and profits from this year’s successful production
of Footloose help build the endowment for the performing arts.

Décor for our Alumni Dinner and sponsorship of
young alumni were enhanced thanks to generous
donations by members of our community.

Students were given the unique opportunity to work with alumnus and
Emmy award-winner Dave Pierce ’90 in April.

Jeffrey Trickett Scholarship recipients
Ali Poonja ’12 and Sarah Way ’13 are
among the growing number of deserving
students granted financial awards.
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Proceeds from POSTS’ Black Watch 2010 renovated the
Peter B. Ditchburn Library.
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The Value of Giving Back
STS community provides perspective

Volunteerism means giving back in

While on STS service trips, one can

opportunity to make a contribution

pursuit of enriching the lives of

experience the diversity of the harsh

and share experiences and thoughts

others. This is an important credo

living conditions in a developing country

with others. Because of the efforts of

of the Agencies Program at STS that

and broaden one’s own perspectives.

our volunteers, the lives of individuals

for decades has drawn students into

Building a school and engaging with

both within and outside the STS

service, facilitating cooperation and

local impoverished people can enrich

community have been enriched. It adds

collaboration. It builds relationships

the lives of those in need and those

an invaluable layer to our education.

and creates stronger communities

who volunteer. Participation in service

locally, nationally and internationally.

days and programs provides the

Donna Fan
parent of Erin ’06
and Chloe ’10

Susan Mullie
parent of Thomas ’08
and Daniel ’12

Donna Fan and Susan Mullie are well
known volunteers at STS. Donna began
volunteering at Tweeds and More in 2000,
serving as co-chair in 2002 until daughter
Cloe graduated in 2010. Susan Mullie joined in
2002 and has been co-chair since 2007.
Volunteering gave Susan and Donna the
opportunity to connect with staff, parents
and students while playing an integral role in
the School community. They feel privileged
to be a part of a community that cares so
much about the quality of the educational
experience at STS, and encourage other
parents to volunteer. Donna will always
remember Bill Jones’ comment at one of the
Volunteer Appreciation Teas: “Volunteers
don’t get paid not because they are worthless
but because they are priceless.”
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— Ashley Itzcovitch ’11

Susan has assisted with the Grade 10
triathlon, the Physical Education Department
and, for the past five years, served as
coordinator and pledge counter for the
Terry Fox fundraiser. Outside of STS, she is
involved with the Alter Guild at Christ
Church in Calgary and has served many roles
in the city’s running community from course
marshal to race organizer for the Calgary
Women’s Run.
Donna has co-chaired dinner theatres for
the musicals “The King and I” and “Fiddler
on the Roof,” volunteered on Elementary
School field trips and in the classrooms, and
assisted with the Terry Fox fundraiser each
September. Outside of STS, Donna is a team
manager for Club Volleyball and member of
the Junior League of Calgary.

The Valu e of G iving Back

Matt Diskin ’98
STS inspires a
culture of volunteerism
in students, as was the
case for Matt Diskin ’98.
When Matt was in
Grade 11, Mr. Hay insisted that students
volunteer at a social agency in Calgary. Matt
was assigned to the Father Lacombe Care
Centre where he was responsible for caring
for the elderly, organizing activities and
assisting with physiotherapy. It was the first

time he was exposed to those less privileged,
and it had a profound impact on him. Today,
Matt is a litigation lawyer with Heenan Blaikie
LLP in Toronto. Matt also finds time to co-host
the occasional STS alumni event in Toronto.
At Queen’s University, he was a studentorientation leader, music director, member of
the Queen’s Senate IT Committee, volunteer
editor and editor-in-chief of the Queen’s Law
Journal. He was also a student volunteer at a
legal clinic doing pro-bono legal counseling.
One of Matt’s first pro-bono cases allowed

him to recover a substantial amount of money
for four children whose father tragically
passed away and whose mother had no
interest in providing for them. The father had
forgotten to redesignate his life insurance
policy and Matt’s efforts helped the children
have the means to live and attend university
for a chance at a successful life.
STS taught Matt to get out of his comfort
zone, interact with others in very difficult
situations and be fearless in putting himself
forward as a volunteer.

Ian Graham ’93
Much of
Ian Graham’s ’93
volunteer work involves
working with young
people in education.
He was involved in student politics during
his undergraduate years at the University
of British Columbia (UBC) and then at the
University of Calgary (U of C) where he took
his MBA. He participated in numerous U of C

mentoring programs and is also active in the
leadership of the Calgary branch of the UBC
Alumni Association. At STS, Ian is involved
with Speech Day, Career Day and sits on the
sub-committee supporting the STS Alumni
Association’s new Alumni Mentoring program.
STS provided Ian with an early introduction
to volunteerism through the Senior School
Endeavors program. His mother has also
been a constant example of selflessness
throughout his life. He is motivated to share

his experiences with students and alumni
and believes there is great potential that can
be realized if STS leverages its strength as a
community. It starts with a robust, interactive
and accessible Alumni Association. While
important, fundraising should not be the only
call to action. Peer mentoring, job shadowing
and networking all represent important
opportunities for alumni engagements. It’s the
promise of this potential that motivates Ian’s
volunteer efforts in support of his alma mater.

Beth Aspinall ’88
Volunteerism
plays a large role in
Beth Aspinall’s ’88
life, particularly at
STS. Over the years,
Beth has judged for Speech Day and spoken
to Senior School students about the justice
system. She has presented at Career Day,
attended orientation sessions with new faculty
to share her view on why STS is special and

written articles for the Optimum. Today, Beth
is the 1988 class representative and sits on the
STS Alumni Association Executive, planning
alumni programs and services to reconnect
alumni with each other and the School.
Beth gives back to STS because the School
gave her so much: a love of learning, the
ability to enjoy the outdoors and the courage
to push herself physically and intellectually.
She considers her post-secondary education
and career as a lawyer a privilege she may not

have had without the ethics and learning she
gained at STS.
Today, she gives back by contributing to
what is becoming a strong and vibrant STS
Alumni Association. In addition, Beth shows
students that their years at STS will help
shape them into the adults they will become,
and that the education they are receiving is, in
so many ways, a gift to be appreciated.
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Alumni Dinner 2011

T

he STS community gathered to
honour 2011 Distinguished Alumni

Award recipient Dr. Janice Heard ’75 at
the 5th Annual Calgary Alumni Dinner
on April 13, 2011 at the Calgary Golf
and Country Club. Janice’s remarks
reflected her many strong and varied
connections to STS, and the lessons she
learned and values today.
Close to 150 alumni from STS and
the three founding schools, as well as
former parents and current and former
faculty, enjoyed an evening of friendship
and fellowship. Alumni reminisced
with classmates and beloved faculty
about riding the bus, hanging out in the
Rotunda, embarking on OE adventures
and participating in Speech Day.

Bill Jones, Head of School, Janice Heard ’75, Distinguished Alumni Award 2011 recipient, and
Jack Schneider ’90, president of the STS Alumni Association.

Left: Class of 1975 & 1976: Ross Clauson ’75, Kevin Pearson ’75, Kathie Tom ’76, Janice Heard ’75, Frances Amery ’75, Jack Krusche ’76 and Bern Dayment ’75.
Centre: Class of 1985-1987: Cheryl Dooley ’87, Virginia (Wilson) Webster ’85, Tracy (Tidswell) Thorbjornsen ’85, Caroline Pierce-Strangemann ’86,
Susan (Murray) Evans ’86, Annemarie Pedersen ’87, Tina Ierakidis (former faculty), Mark Miller ’87, Linnea (Turnquist) Leibel ’87 and Claire (Taylor) Alberts ’86.
Right: Dick Haskayne, Janice Heard ’75, Pam Heard ’73, Cynthia (Heard) Swan ’77, Mark Heard ’78 and Lois Haskayne.
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Alu mni Dinner

The STS Jazz Band Ensemble performed beautifully at the Alumni Dinner.

Sandra Tidswell, former parent, and Don Cross ’47.

St Hilda’s alumnae (front) Aileen Shier, Marmie Hess ’34, (back) Sandra LeBlanc,
Joan Simmons, Linda McNally and Helen Jull.

Bill McKay, Sue and Peter Ditchburn, former Head of School.
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Reunion and Homecoming

T

he 2010 Reunion and Homecoming

competed in rugby and field hockey

Weekend on May 28 and 29 was one

competitions indoors.

of the best attended alumni reunions

Class reunion parties were also a

in STS history. More than 250 alumni,

success and well attended. Seven class

including some as far away as Florida

parties were hosted including the

and the United Kingdom, reconnected

classes of ’73 to ’76 in early May and

with classmates and reflected fondly on

reunion classes of ’80, ’85, ’90, ’00 and

their years at STS.

’05 during Homecoming Weekend.

More than 40 children accompanied

Alumni are always welcome on

their alumni parents for our traditional

campus. Contact Caroline Banadar,

breakfast followed by school and

Assistant Director of Advancement,

campus tours. Even the foot of snow

at 403-938-8344 to arrange a tour or

that fell didn’t dampen the spirits of

simply drop by your alma mater.

The STS Alumnae Field Hockey Team.

the 60 plus alumni and faculty who

The STS Alumni Rugby Team.

Class of 1990: celebrating their 20 year reunion.
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Class of 1980: Michael Detlefsen ’80, Sandra & Brian
Hoffmann ’80, David Shutiak ’80, Cyd ’80 & Cole
Bygrove, Vinay Ruparell ’80, Chris Shopperly ’80,
Deb Marshall Shopperly, Jay ’80 and Lucy Cross.

Class of 1985: Dave Giovanetto ’85, Curtis
Darmohray ’85, Tara Pipella ’85, Laura Shutiak ’85, Ian
Willumsen ’85, Virginia (Wilson) Webster ’85, Ivana
(Vicha) Broatch ’85, Tracy (Tidswell) Thorbjornsen
’85, Rob Elliott ’85 and Tom Howard ’85.

Stacy (Hyndman) Finnbogason ’90, Allen Keene,
Jennifer (Whyte) Keene ’90 and John Berlett ’90.

Class of 1995: Marc Brown ’95, Natalie Ward ’95,
Daniel Sekhon ’95, Trudy Chim, Jacqueline (Wright)
Voisin ’95 and Paul Voisin.

Class of 1995: David Laskin ’95 and Leigh Blakely ’95.

Vanessa Smith ’97, Claire (Smith) O’Connor ’98
and Stephanie (Smith) Jackman ’90.

Class of 2000: Derek & Kristin (James)
Glowa ’00, Anu Mehra ’00, Chanty Parr ’00 and
James Simpson ’00.

Class of 2000: celebrating their 10 year reunion.

Class of 2005: celebrating their 5 year reunion.
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Alumni Events
Stampede Party, July 2010

Duncan McDonald ’90, Julian Bromwich ’90, Pete
Stewart ’90 and Grady Galvin ’90.

Aimee-Jo (Giesbrecht) Benoit ’97, Maya Grover ’97,
Vanessa Smith ’97 and Rachel Bond ’97.

Katie Mulherin ’04, Chris Perry ’02, Bill Jones,
Head of School, and Leanne Fichtner ’04.

St. Hilda’s Alumnae Luncheon, September 29, 2010

Marion Davenport, Linda McNally, Katherine Coutts ’43, Jane Wood ’41, Marmie Hess ’34, Sydney Turner ’40, Isabel Munro-Wishart, Bill Jones, Head of School,
and Aileen Shier ’44.
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Vancouver Alumni Reception, November 3, 2010

Laura Atkins ’82, Caroline (Tanner) Allen ’84, Luisa (Rottig) Hlus ’83, Victoria
(Minnes) Mendes ’83 and Jill Torgersen ’82.

Jon Woodward ’99, Kyle Sandstrom ’99, Jason Fong ’03 and Ted Howard ’46.

Victoria Alumni Reception, November 4, 2010

Arifin Graham ’67, Wiluya Graham and Bill Jones,
Head of School.

Zinda FitzGerald, former faculty, Alex (Luckhurst)
Van Tol ’91 and Suzanne Colborne, former faculty.
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Wayne Colborne, former faculty, Bill Jones,
Head of School, and Jennifer Balfour ’85.

Alumni news

Former Faculty Luncheon – December 2010

Seated: Tina Ierakidis, Alice Wyatt and Evelyn Neighbour. Middle: Donna Sundstrom, Pat Sullivan, Pat Wrench, Joan Sveen, Bonnie Hewson, Mary Laughren,
Jim Preston and Bill Jones, Head of School. Back: Jim Schmit, Bruce Wilson, John Tottenham, Bill Lorfing, Bill Taylor, Brigid Stewart and Peter Ditchburn.

Young Alumni Welcome Back Pub Night, December 23, 2010

Daniel Borden ’09, Mark Le Dain ’08, Helen Harper,
faculty, Alexander Romanow ’09, David Edwards ’08
and Alex Kiser ’08.

Adam Ibrahim ’10, Connor Waterous ’10,
Chris Schneider, faculty, and Len Fink, faculty.
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Elizabeth Lucas ’10, Adam Le Dain ’10,
Cheyenne Laatsch ’10, Shayla Porter ’10 and
Sara Nieuwenburg ’10.

Alu mni e vents

London, UK Pub Night
February 24, 2011

Tales from Undergr ad Years
February 24, 2011

Marshall Palmer ’10, Philip Tomlinson ’01, Christine Boykiw ’09, Penny
McDermid ’91, Helen Harper, faculty, and Danielle Dudelzak ’02.

Georgina Dibley ’08, Mike Henry ’09, Brittany Girling ’09, Adam LeDain ’10,
Olivia Manzer ’10, Geoff Evamy-Hill ’10 and Lauren Van Sickle ’10.

Halifax Pub Night
March 31, 2011

Alumni Mentoring and Networking Reception
May 31, 2011

Denise Cook ’08, Jessica Gray ’06 and
Neil Ellerington ’87.

Liam Dinning ’00, Sarah Black ’00, Stuart Pattillo ’00
and Cassia Prentice ’03.
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Ian Graham ’93, guest speaker Adam Legge, CEO
& President of Calgary Chamber of Commerce,
Bill Jones, Head of School, and Latif Jamani ’01.

Alumni news

Class notes
Strathcona

Tweedsmuir:

Strathcona-

Mark Heard ’78 an

School for Boys

An Academic School

Tweedsmuir School

orthopedic surgeon at Banff

Class of 1946

for Girls

Class of 1973

Mineral Springs Hospital,

Ted Howard ’46 is retired

Class of 1970

Pamela Heard ’73 was

from a forestry career. He

Patricia Melville ’70

appointed the Executive

loves to travel to Botswana

returned to Calgary from

Director at Calgary’s

to visit his daughter, who

Ontario where she lived for

Prostate Cancer Centre in

runs a wildlife reserve, and

more than 25 years. Patricia

November 2010.

Rod Kirkam ’78 is practicing

his grandchildren.

is an Investment Funds
Specialist with Canadian

Class of 1975

Lang and volunteers for

Wealth Management.

Janice Heard ’75 received

Class of 1953

performed the first ever live
cartilage shoulder transplant
in March 2010.

securities law for Mitchener
the St. George’s Foundation
in Vancouver where his

Bob Young ’53 continues

the 2011 STS Distinguished

to do legal work for the

Alumni Award at the

National Indian Council

annual Calgary Alumni

and, in recognition of his

Dinner in April.

Shauna (Willumsen)

with the Blood First Nations,

Class of 1978

Vancouver with her husband

is an honourary Chief of the

Heather Gilley ’78 is an

Blood Tribe.

assistant professor in the

extensive career working

Faculty of Medicine at the
Class of 1967

University of Toronto and

Arifin Graham ’67 owns

practices as a geriatric

and operates Alaris Design in

medical specialist at

Victoria. Among his clients is

St. Michael’s Hospital in

the David Suzuki Foundation.

Toronto. Heather also chairs
the Board of the Toronto
Children’s Chorus, a world
class choral education and
performance organization
for children ages five to 16.
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son attends school.

Koppang ’78 lives in
and is looking forward
to semi-retirement in the
desert and enjoying her
two step-grandchildren.
Class of 1979
Dave Komlodi ’79 started
another oil and gas company
and commutes from Victoria
to Calgary. Dave and his
family moved to Victoria
several years ago.

cl a ss notes

Class of 1980

Class of 1984

Jason Young ’85 is

Gail (Gilley) Wells ’80

Caroline (Tanner) Allen ’84

an interior designer

lives in Houston, Texas and

enjoys life in Vancouver

in Vancouver.

is a community volunteer.

with her husband Michael
and children Katherine,

Class of 1986

Chris Shopperly ’80 is

6, and Alexander, 3. She

Davide Bardana ’86 is

chairing the Campus

works at the Real Estate

a specialist in athletic

Rejuvenation Committee

Council of B.C. developing

injuries working as an

for STS. He and his wife

and maintaining real

orthopaedic surgeon at

Deb have two children

estate licensing education

the Kingston General

attending STS.

programs. Earlier in her

Hospital in Kingston. He

career she raised funds for

was featured on a CBC

Canuck Place, a non-profit

documentary in February

pediatric hospice.

as one of the surgeons

Class of 1982
Mark Alexander ’82 was
named President of Campbell
International in October
2010. Mark is responsible for
the company’s businesses
in Asia Pacific, Europe and
Latin America. Mark lives
in Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania
(just outside of Philadelphia)
with wife Tania, their two
daughters and a son.

Laura Atkins ’82 works at
the Child & Family Research
Institute in Vancouver. Laura
is writing a non-fiction book

testing a new way to repair

about our future energy

Bruce Gilley ’84 has a

descent and the societal

damaged knee cartilage.

PhD in Political Science

changes required to adapt to
a world without fossil fuels.

and continues his research

Lew Turnquist ’86 has

and teaching at Portland

been appointed Managing

Graham Gilley ’82 heads IT

State University in Portland,

Partner of Kirchner and

Oregon after publishing

Company Inc., in addition

several books.

to his Managing Partner

at Mulgrave School in North
Vancouver. He continues to

responsibilities for Kirchner

mountain bike and enjoys

Class of 1985

Transition Management Inc.

and daughters.

Jennifer Balfour ’85 is a

KPCG is North America’s

paediatrician and mother of

leading boutique firm

Andrew Wilson ’82 is the

three living in Victoria.

focused on all aspects of the

the north shore with his wife

small and medium enterprise

Regional Director Eurasia
and South Asia at the
Center for International
Private Enterprise in
Bethesda, Maryland.

Ron Dooley ’85 works for

providing asset management,

a consulting firm in

investment banking and

New York. He and wife

operational transition

Angela have a one-year-old

management services.

daughter named Tessa.
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Class of 1987

Dave Pierce ’90 won an

Neil Ellerington ’87

Emmy for composing the

is pursuing his PhD in

music for the 2010 Vancouver

microrobotics. Neil serves in

Winter Olympics. He

the navy as the engineering

returned to the STS campus

officer for HMCS Toronto.

as artist-in-residence and
composer/conductor of the

Stephanie Miles ’87 works

world premiere of STS’n

as an account manager

Brett LeBourveau ’88 lives

for a public relations
company in Vancouver.
Raimond Zeilstra ’87 is
involved in real estate
development. He lives with
his wife and three children in
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Monique Mills ’87 accepted
the position of Business
Development Manager with
ModuSpec Engineering
based in Singapore covering
Asia and the Middle East.
Monique is looking forward
to new challenges and

in Vancouver with his wife

Class of 1988

Kimberly and daughter

Sandra Anderson ’88 owns

Isla Mae, who was born on

and operates CrossFit

July 11, 2010, weighing

Motiv8, a personal training

8 lbs 7oz at the Vancouver

gym in south Calgary.

Women’s Hospital.

She trains athletes for
competitions and helps

Class of 1990

fitness enthusiasts achieve

Travis Smith ’90 credits

their goals. Sandra also owns

his start in writing to

and operates nutritional

being the editor of the

consulting business

STS student newspaper.

BeMore Nutritious. She

Today he operates a web

has two children attending

design company, Hop

STS, Eric Krawitt ’22 and

Studios, in Vancouver.

Austin Krawitt ’20.

Dana (Mendham)

working in a diversity of

Lougheed ’90, a Calgary

business cultures including

chiropractor, launched her

Indian, Chinese, Middle

new office in Mayfair on

Eastern and European.

April 20.
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and Bus Rider. He is also
composing a fanfare which
will make its debut at
Homecoming in September.
Jack Schneider ’90, his wife
Jessica (Peters) Schneider,
along with Mike Kirker, Heidi
(Dinning) Hughes ’89, Sara
(Waddock) Koles ’89 and
her husband went on a ski
trip to Island Lake Lodge.
He remarked on the STS
friendships and OE skills
which he continues to enjoy.
Class of 1991
Micah Libin ’91 was
featured in the Calgary
Herald on April 17 as the
Chair of the Calgary United
Jewish Appeal for 2011.

cl a ss notes

Class of 1996

Class of 1998

Matt Gunton ’98 is a

Barbara Engstrom ’96 got

Ciara Daykin ’98 was

third-year surgical resident

married in June.

nominated for the Event

in Toronto studying

Professional of the Year by

orthopaedic surgery.

Class of 1997

Canadian Special Events

Sarah Schaus ’97 owns the

earlier this year. Once again,

Nicholas Ma ’98 now lives

Sugar Pie Bakery, known for

Ciara and her husband

in Toronto and works as a

making pie on a stick. She

Simon made the 2011 Calgary

consultant in the nuclear

was featured in the Calgary

Alumni Dinner an elegant

power field. He is getting

Herald’s Mix Food section

affair. Ciara became a mom

married in September. His

on February 13.

to Declan in July 2010.

sister Adrienne Ma ’01 also

Jacqueline Burns ’97 returns

Matt Diskin ’98 is a

looks forward to meeting his

to Toronto after a short stay

litigation lawyer at Heenan

classmates at Tin Palace this

in Calgary with TD Bank.

Blaikie in Toronto.

holiday season.

Corporate Communications

Ayaz Gulamhussein ’98 is

Claire (Smith) O’Connor ’98

book this fall.

with Corporate and Public

a petroleum geologist at

and her husband welcomed

Affairs with TD Bank main

NuVista Energy Ltd. in

son James Patrick O’Connor

Class of 1995

office in Toronto.

Calgary. Ayaz was named

in February at the

one of the top 40 under 40 by

Rockyview Hospital.

Alex (Luckhurst) Van Tol ’91
traded teaching for freelance
writing in 2007 after the birth
of her second son. Alex writes
for corporate, magazine and
publishing clients, and will
launch her fourth young adult

Robert Falcon Ouellette ’95
left the military after three
years as the Sgt.-at-Arms
with the 5th Field Ambulance.
The medical unit completed
two tours in Afghanistan
while he was there. Robert

lives in Toronto. Nicholas

Her new role is Manager,

Kent Macrae ’97 works in

Calgary’s Avenue Magazine

the recording industry in

in November 2010. The

Norway. He plays in bands

team he leads at NuVista

internationally and has

quadrupled its oil production

been working in production

since he started three years

studios the past five years.

ago. Outside of work, Ayaz
assists low-income children

just completed a PhD in

in Calgary, raises money for

Anthropology at Laval

social development projects

University and is program

in Asia and Africa, and

director (professor) of the

connects young professionals

Aboriginal Focus Programs

with industry leaders.

at the University of Manitoba.
His wife Catherine Cantin
gave birth to their fourth
boy, Julien, in June 2010.
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Class of 2000
Liam Dinning ’00 married
Emily George ’01 in Bermuda
over Thanksgiving 2010.
Alli Diskin ’00 is pursuing
library studies in Toronto.
Samantha (Johnson)
Duncan ’00 graduated from
the University of Calgary’s

Christy (Dalidowicz) Price ’98
and husband Matt welcomed
son William Matthew
Dalidowicz on March 20.
William was 7 lbs., 2 oz. and
20” long and was born at the
Rockyview Hospital.
Class of 1999
Adam Wood ’99, co-founder
of “Travel Roller,” was
featured in the Global TV
Calgary news in May.

Schulich School of

Erin (McFarlane) Rathwell ’00

Kyle Sundstrom ’99 works for

Engineering with a degree

married Mark in December

Citizenship and Immigration

in Mechanical Engineering

2010. Erin and Mark live and

in Ottawa. Kyle married

and is now working at Shell.

work in Brussels, Belgium.

Adrienne Nash in April at

Samantha was married in

Diani beach in Kenya and is

August 2010.

Class of 2001
Nadim Allidina ’01

moving to Paris this summer
Natasha Jiwani ’00 is the

completed his Bachelor of

co-owner of the Passione

Commerce degree at Queen’s

Jon Woodward ’99 won two

women’s store which

University in 2005 and his CA

national Edward R. Murrow

opened its new location

designation with Deloitte &

awards for his work as an

on 17 Avenue in Calgary.

Touche in Toronto in 2008.

for two years.

He moved to Tajikistan

investigative reporter with
CTV News in Vancouver,

Kris Pataky ’00 received

where he volunteered with a

tackling stories about crime,

his PhD in biology and

microfinance bank for nine

waste and justice. He was

nanotechnology from the

months. Today, he works at

the associate producer

Swiss Federal Institute of

Barrick Gold Corporation in

on the award-winning

Technology in Lausanne on

the Treasury group.

documentary The Pig Farm,

February 23. He hopes to

which aired last fall. He’s

combine technology with

Jeff Anderson ’01 works as

engaged to be married to

medicine and start medical

an environmental scientist

Laura Best in August.

school in the fall.

for a consulting company
and sits on the board
of directors of a charity
operating in Uganda.
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Anna Galway ’01 married
Morgan Burn on May 22
in Banff. Attending the
Brendan Barnett ’01 worked

Miranda Cobb ’01 attended

wedding was STS alum

the STS Halifax Pub Night in

Jocelyn Ullett ’01 and

March. She completed her

Natalie Sweett ’01 who were

Graham Birt ’01 is a

masters in political economy

beautiful bridesmaids and

high school teacher at

and is researching the

a great support. Anna and

Pickering College, a JK-12

Canadian federal food policy.

Morgan will start a new

as a software consultant for
Calgary’s oil companies for
four years before realizing
that there’s more to life.
He is now traveling across
North America after selling
his belongings, buying an RV
(the same age as him) and
attaching solar panels and a
stereo system.
Erin Brennan ’01 obtained
her Bachelor of Child and
Youth Care and is working
for the Government of
Alberta as a child and youth
care worker.

chapter as a married couple

day and boarding school
in Newmarket, Ontario.

Ross Fortune ’01 works

as they move from Edmonton

He teaches physical

at TransAlta as a senior

to Kingston where Anna

education, math and career

western market analyst

begins her MA in English at

studies and is the Physical

with the commodity

Queen’s University.

Education Department

trading group. Ross

Head and Assistant Athletic

married Melissa in 2008.

Jessica Harvey ’01
attends medical school in

Director. After working

Australia and will graduate

with the Canadian Olympic

in December 2013.

Committee at the Pan
American Games in Rio

Julie Jenkins ’01 works in

de Janeiro in 2007 and the

Calgary as a lifestyle and

Olympic Games in 2008

wedding photographer.

and 2010, he will again be
a member of the Canadian
support staff at the Pan
American Games this October
in Guadalajara, Mexico.
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Edward Rawlinson ’01
finished his MBA at Harvard
in May 2010 and works
for Research in Motion in
Waterloo, Ontario. Between
undergrad and business
school, he worked in Ottawa
for the Liberal Party of
Canada and in New York for
Alan Nielsen ’01 is in his
second year of MSc. in
Psychology (Evolution

Amanda (Davis) Kennedy ’01
graduated from Queen’s
nursing in 2005 and works
in recovery at Rockyview
Hospital. She married in May
2009 and had Everett George
Kennedy on December 10,
2010, weighing 5 lbs., 15oz.
Aaron Johnston ’01 has
been living in North Carolina
since graduating from
Waterloo in 2006 and works
at NASCAR as the race
engineer for Jeff Burton.

and Behaviour) at the
Stephanie Kolanos ’01

University of Lethbridge.

graduated from Parker College

He will begin his PhD in

of Chiropractic in Dallas,

Linguistics and English

Texas in the fall of 2010. She

Language at the University

opened her own vitalistic

of Edinburgh in September.

chiropractic studio Bloom
Joan Porter ’01 received

Chiropractic in Calgary.

a post-graduate degree
Carolyn Lorian ’01

in journalism last year

completed her PhD and

and is now working as an

is working at St. Vincent’s

entertainment editor

Hospital’s (Sydney) Clinical

at MSN.ca.

Research Unit for Anxiety
and Depression as a clinical

Angela Raffin ’01 graduated

psychologist.

from the University of
Calgary in 2007 with a
degree in kinesiology. For a
few years, Angela has been
doing personal and small
group training, as well as
running boot camps and
teaching highland dance.
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the Clinton Foundation.
Stephanie Salamon ’01
works as a provisional
psychologist for Woods
Homes in Calgary.
Shinpe Saito ’01
works in Tokyo for
Deutsche Securities.
Jon San Agustin ’01
graduated from the
University of Alberta with
a BSc. Computer Science
and BSc. Biology. Jon lives
in Edmonton and is
designing video games for
the “Mass Effect” franchise
with BioWare.
Laura Smeltzer ’01 and
her partner bought a
sailboat and have been
sailing in Desolation Sound
and the Inner Passage of
the B.C. coast.
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Class of 2003
Teresa (Ierakidis) Edgar ’03
completed her Master of
Business Administration
and works in marketing
and business development
at Fraser Milner Casgrain
in Vancouver. Teresa
and her husband, Peter,
are expecting their
Nicole Wyne ’01 graduated
Robyn Stewart ’01
works as humanitarian
programs coordinator for
the International Rescue
Committee in Afghanistan.
Her job involves coordinating
rapid emergency responses
to assist refugees displaced
by war and communities
affected by natural
disasters. She also works to
advocate for more effective
humanitarian assistance from
United Nations agencies and
international donors.
Bobby Stewart ’01 works in

with a degree in international
Natalie Sweett ’01 graduated

business. She lives in San

from naturopathic medical

Francisco and has worked

school in Toronto in 2009

for the tech company

as a Doctor of Naturopathic

salesforce.com for five years.

Medicine. She has since
moved back to Calgary and

Jon Yeo ’01 obtained his

practices at Beacon Hill

LLB in 2011.

Chiropractic and Massage,
Matthew Thomson ’01 is

and loves every minute of it.

a certified accountant at a
Jocelyn Ullett ’01 is

Calgary based construction

enrolled in a fashion design

company Trotter & Morton.

program in Vancouver and

He finished his Masters

is excited by the prospects

in Management from the

this adventure will bring.

University of Toronto.
Matthew married Lana Ryan

Yellowknife as an accountant.

on July 24, 2010.
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first child this fall.
Tahir Merali ’03 came
to STS to speak to students in
April about the Space Agency
Program and the benefits
of softer skills like public
speaking and networking.
Denise D’Avella ’03 is
an associate of equity
capital markets at TD
Securities in Toronto.
Stephanie Bourgeois ’03 is
Social Media Associate at
The Institute of Culinary
Education in NYC. She is also
a recipe tester for Food52 and
the James Beard Foundation.

Alumni news

Ian Black ’03 is the

Alysha Kanji ’05 works at

Class of 2007

Director of Rooftop Solar

Shell as a geologist. She

Allison Thompson ’07 is

at Helios Energy Inc. in

joined Conrad Mulherin ’05

attending Kings College at

Toronto. He enjoys his role

in speaking about

the University of London.

as an entrepreneur and

geology to students.

She is working at Wimbledon

volunteers at several
non-profit organizations.

this summer and hopes to
Joelle Dudelzak ’05 joined

volunteer for the London

Alysha Kanji ’05 as guest

Olympics in 2012.

Jason Fong ’03 is a

speakers for Honour Day

taxation specialist with

in February.

Kezia Morrison ’06,

KPMG LLP in Vancouver.
Jason met his wife while

Genevieve Mateyko ’05 is

formerly Miss Rodeo

working at KPMG.

an industrial designer whose

Okotoks, has been crowned

interaction work has been

Miss Rodeo Canada 2011.

Class of 2005

exhibited at SIGGRAPH and

Kezia was one of several

Elyse Jacobson ’05 married

recognized online by Azure

judges on Speech Day.

Doug van Spronsen on

Magazine, Make Magazine

July 17, 2010 with numerous

and the Huffington Post.

Jack Hansen ’06 graduated

alumni in attendance.

Check out her portfolio at

from the University of

They met while studying at

http://www.cargocollective.

Western Ontario with a dual

Trinity Western University

com/gmateyko.

degree in Engineering and
Business in April. He was

in Langley and now live in

Christa McCaig ’07,
Katie Ruddy ’07 and
Laura Olsen ’07 are
travelling together to
Southeast Asia.
Alex Thompson ’07
graduated with an
economics degree from
the University of Victoria
and works as an analyst at
TransAlta Utilities, joining
several STS alumni who

Class of 2006

named an Ivey Scholar and

her final year of law at the

Colin Law ’06 moved to

was awarded the Combined

University of Alberta.

New York to work with

Gold Medal from the Richard

Class of 2008

MacKenzie Partners Inc.

Ivey School of Business. Jack

Kelly Amundrud ’08 was

Edmonton. Elyse is entering

Conrad Mulherin ’05

will travel over the summer

shared his passion for

to Thailand and Laos with

geology with STS students

Conrad Mulherin ’05 and

before setting off to Australia

Zach Johnson ’06 before

to pursue his masters.

beginning his job with Bain &
Company in Toronto this fall.

also work there.

named Missouri Valley
Conference Golfer of the
Week for the fourth time
this past season.
Denise Cook ’08 is
studying business at
Dalhousie and then
will pursue a career
in accounting.
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Monica Jepson ’08 is a

Former Faculty

Brigid Stewart travelled to

third-year biochemistry

and Staff

Kenya and Uganda with a

student who received the

Former faculty members

group from Grandmothers to

Pat Adams, Don Johnson

Grandmothers (Steven Lewis

and Suzanne and Wayne

Foundation) for two weeks.

Colborne discussed

She and others spent time in

plans for a March sailing

villages helping to distribute

trip to the British Virgin

basic supplies to villagers

Islands while attending the

and orphans. The group also

Victoria alumni reunion.

spent a great deal of time

first Mansbridge Internship
at Mount Allison University.
Named for University
Chancellor and CBC News
Chief Correspondent Peter
Mansbridge, the internship
is the richest of its kind,
valued at $10,000.00. Jepson
travelled to Kenya for
seven weeks this summer

Class of 2010
Sam Brittain ’10 is a
University of Denver rookie

with African grandmothers.

named to the All-College
Hockey News Rookie Team.

with Medics to Africa, an

Zinda FitzGerald is

Brigid also volunteers with

head of Aspengrove

the STS Alumni Association.

School in Nanaimo.

international organization

Class Notes is the most read

with hands on programs

Don Johnson and his wife

that focus on academics and

Wendy returned from a

cross cultural awareness.
Jake MacDonald ’08 is

Wendy are not traveling.

of student government.

Andrew Komlodi ’09 attends
Dalhousie University studying
politics and philosophy.

us at alumni@sts.ab.ca or to
your class representative.
Thank you to class
representatives and alumni

He also is the marketing

Class of 2009

at CIS Singapore. They built

contractor when he and

soccer and has been a part

representative for Red Bull.

you are doing! Send your
news and photographs to

Don is working as a building

University, plays varsity

would love to hear what

three-year teaching position
a home in the Fernie area.

studying at St. Mary’s

section of the Optimum. We

John Storwick ’10

Sandy Orsten travelled to

who submitted class

Burundi last fall to mentor

notes to the Optimum!

teachers in a new English

performed in the Opera

school. See article page 18.

Hamilton’s Popera Plus
Concert in January and
was the lead in McMaster’s
Health Sciences Musical
in March.
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Alumni news

passings
Frances (Joey) Dinning ’36, born

sTS Legacy

in 1918, passed away in Calgary on
February 10, 2011. Joey was a St. Hilda’s
prefect and alumna. She is survived
by her three sons Bob, John and Jim,
13 grandchildren, including Liam ’00,
Heidi ’93 and Hayley ’96, and seven
great-grandchildren.
Jim Preston, beloved former faculty,
lost his battle against cancer in March
2011. See article on Page 14.

Over the years, STS has benefited from the foresight and generosity of
STS community members who have left a planned gift to our School. In fact,
our current campus was seed funded through a $250,000.00 bequest from
the Atkinson family.
We are grateful to the families who have planned for a legacy gift to STS.
If you have included STS in your estate planning, please let us know as we
wish to steward your giving and ensure your wishes are fulfilled.
Dinnie Baker
Director of Advancement and

Sydney (Scott) Turner ’40, born

Executive Director of the STS Foundation

July 10, 1922, passed away in Calgary on

T: 403-938-8317

June 11, 2011. Sydney was a St. Hilda’s

E: bakerd@sts.ab.ca

alumna who stayed connected to STS
and attended many annual events such
as the St. Hilda’s alumnae luncheon,
the STS Volunteer Tea and Alumni
Dinner. She was a vibrant, funny and
generous alumna who will be missed by
her family and the STS community.

“STS’ mantra ‘Scholarship, Leadership and Character’ embodies all that
the School has inspired in my two children. They have had the opportunity
to explore all aspects of their education, personal growth and unique
interests while being strongly supported by dedicated, excellent and caring
teachers. An education offered in this diverse and supportive environment
is the most valuable gift we could have given our children and one that will
follow them for a lifetime. Given my strong feelings of the benefits of an
STS education, I have chosen to leave a gift through my will. It is a logical
method of supporting the School for future generations.”
— Anne Evamy, STS Parent
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LE APS and bounds
Our students understand the sky is the limit. At Strathcona-Tweedsmuir
School, they learn to dream big dreams and grow up to achieve them.
Here, in an environment of wide open spaces and endless opportunities,
we support and develop each of our students from Grades 1 through 12.
What we offer them is unique – and it goes way beyond the classroom.

“A s a n a l u m n u s a n d p a r e n t of a n S T S
student , I am once again inspired by t he
l e a d e r s h i p a n d c o m p l et e e d u c a t i o n a l
e xp e r i e n c e p r o v i d e d t o o u r d a u g h t e r.”
R i c k We i s s e n b o r n ’ 8 8 ,
STS alumnus and current parent
“ M y c h i l d r e n h a v e a d i v e r s e s et of
talent s that are fully suppor ted by
St r a t h co na -Twe e ds mu ir S c h o ol ’s a bu nda nt
c u r r ic u la r a nd co - c u r r ic u la r o pt ions . I ca n
tr ust STS to inspire the per sonal best in
e a c h o f m y w o n d e r f u l l y u n i q u e c h i l d r e n .”
J a n Wa t e r o u s , S T S p a r e n t

STS Homecoming 2011
Celebrating 40 years on our country campus

Join students, parents, alumni, parents of alumni and current and former faculty and staff in
celebrating 40 years on our country campus! Reconnect and reminisce with classmates at your school
reception, and join our larger community in a day of activities on Friday, September 16, 2011.
Tuesday, September 13, 2011
St. Hilda’s School for Girls
Alumnae Luncheon
Wednesday, September 14, 2011
Tweedsmuir: An Academic School for Girls
Alumnae Cocktail Reception
Thursday, September 15, 2011
Strathcona School for Boys
Alumni Luncheon

Friday, September 16, 2011
Homecoming
Former faculty and staff breakfast, Terry Fox Walk/Run,
open house, BBQ lunch, music by George Canyon,
children’s fair and alumni sports.
Saturday, September 17, 2011
STS Alumni Association
Cocktail Reception
All alumni, especially those celebrating anniversaries
from graduating classes ending in 1 & 6, are invited.

To register, go online to https://www.sts.ab.ca and click on “Alumni”.
For more information, contact the Advancement Office at 403-938-8318 or alumni@sts.ab.ca.

